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Abstract13

The Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment will study the level of charge-parity14

violation in the neutrino sector by comparing the oscillation probability for muon15

neutrinos going to electron neutrinos with the probability for muon antineutrinos16

to transform in electron antineutrinos. To study this phenomenon, DUNE will use17

neutrinos created in the Long Baseline Neutrino Facility. LBNF will use high en-18

ergy protons impinging on a graphite target to produce kaons and pions. These19

secondaries will be focused by a set of magnetized horns and directed into a long20

helium filled pipe in which they will decay, producing an intense neutrino beam. Its21

energy spectrum can be tuned by changing a variety of parameters in the beamline22

such as horn and target shapes and their relative distances. The development of23

complex optimization algorithms enables identification of those parameters that are24

precisely tuned to optimize the sensitivity to DUNE’s physics goals, i.e. looking for25

the CP angle. The resulting design and its performance will be discussed, as well as26

engineering modifications to that design and re-optimization incorporating these27

engineering constraints. For instance, the positions of horn C and the target have28

been revisited and fine tuned, as well as the target model and its downstream support29

have been carefully reviewed. In addition, two distinct optimization algorithms will30

be described and compared in order to reduce the computing time in the future.31

32

The uncertainties present in the determination of the number of neutrinos in the33

beam as a function of energy can be as high as 10%. One way to reduce this error34

is by the introduction of a Flux Spectrometer. Its purpose is to measure the LBNF35

hadron flux after the focusing horns and before the decay pipe and thereby provide36

us with a better insight into the beam’s content. In order to trace the track of the37

secondaries back to a position on the target, the spectrometer should receive no more38

than one proton per RF bucket. How often this occurs is beamline and accelerator39

dependent. As this number was previously unknown, an effort has been made to40

quantify it in terms of the spectrometer’s duty cycle. This is the ratio of the single41

occupied RF buckets over the total amount of buckets during a Main Injector spill.42

With the use of a scintillation setup and four PMTs, an upper limit on the duty cycle43

has been established.44
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1140 Introduction to DUNE/LBNF141

As is often the case with the modern day physics puzzles, the general public is not142

aware of there being a mystery at all. One can go through life without ever realizing143

that or wondering why there is more matter than anti-matter in our universe. It gets144

even more complicated if you understand that if this distribution would have been145

any different from what we know today, you would not be able to read this thesis146

nor would it be possible for me to write it in the first place. The world as it is right147

now, would not exist.148

149

For those of us who have invested a considerable amount of their lives in physics,150

this is one of the most pressing questions we currently face. In the Big Bang model,151

matter and anti-matter were created in equal parts. So what type of process or152

event could have caused this asymmetry? Certainly, it can only have been caused by153

something that did not preserve a set of universal symmetries when the particles are154

exchanged for their antiparticles in this given process. Fortunately, this symmetry155

violating behavior had already been observed before.156

157

Until the 1950s, it was believed that the equations of physics were conserved158

under parity or mirror inversion. In the electromagnetic and strong force sectors,159

this still holds. However in the weak interaction, it does not. Hence a probable new160

invariance was proposed CP-symmetry where the C stands for the charge operator,161

which modifies a particle to its antiparticle by flipping all quantum numbers. Charge162

C symmetry was already disproved in the electro-weak theory, where left-handed163

neutrinos would be transformed into left-handed antineutrinos under C.164

165

It turns out that even CP is violated in a specific subset of processes in the weak166

interaction, for instance in kaon and b-meson decays. Contrary to a left-handed167

antineutrino as we saw with charge conjugation, CP violation is allowed in the168

Standard Model of Particle Physics if we introduce a complex angle into the mixing169

matrix of the neutrinos (PMNS) or the quarks (CKM). This complex phase will then170

propagate into the matrix element and also into the cross sections or decay rates for171

certain processes[1]. Ultimately leading to an imbalance in the behavior between172

particles and antiparticles under certain circumstances.173

174

There are three sectors in which this violation shows up that might account for175
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the asymmetry, namely: For the leptons with the PMNS matrix, for the quarks with176

the CKM matrix and presumably for the strong interaction. The latter of which177

has not been observed yet. This hints at the effect being too small to justify the178

matter anti-matter discrepancy. Compared to the PMNS matrix, the CKM matrix is179

relatively well understood as the experiments involving the disentanglement of the180

different elements were less technically demanding than is the case for neutrinos.181

The contribution from the quark sector to the CP-violation is not large enough to182

explain why there is more matter than anti-matter by itself. Therefore, it is of the183

utmost importance that CP violation in the PMNS matrix is investigated.184

185

This is why the idea of the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment has been186

brought into this world. DUNE will ultimately study differences in:187

P (νµ → νe) and P ( −νµ →
−
νe)

Ergo, differences in the probability of a muon neutrino ending up as an electron188

neutrino and its CP conjugate, where the muon antineutrino ends up as an electron189

antineutrino. In chapter 1, the relationship between this and the CP violating angle190

of the PMNS matrix will be discussed following a brief overview of neutrino oscilla-191

tion theory.192

193

The DUNE far detector at Sanford (SURF) will consist of four liquid argon time194

projection chambers of 17,000 tons active material each. As it is not possible to see195

neutrinos directly, because of their neutrality, the detection method relies on observ-196

ing the products of their interactions in the active material. The neutrinos that reach197

this point will have traveled through 1300 kilometers of the earth’s crust, at the start198

of which is a near detector. The design for both detectors is still under construction.199

For more information on this, one should read the CDR on near detector concepts[2].200

201

In this work, however, everything that happens before this near detector will be202

discussed. In order to have an observable neutrino beam, it has to be created and203

bundled somehow. This is exactly what is regulated by the Long Baseline Neutrino204

Facility. It will receive highly energetic protons from the accelerators at Fermilab and205

through a complex system convert them into muon neutrinos mainly. The three main206

components of this facility, similar to other accelerator based neutrino experiments,207

are the target, the focusing horns and the decay pipe. Their purpose as well as208

the reasoning behind the current design choices will be discussed in the second part209

of chapter 1. This will be done for both concepts under consideration by the Beam210

Group: the CDR Reference Design and the Optimized Engineered Design.211

212

The CDR Reference is based on the already operational NuMI beamline also at213

Fermilab. The Optimized Engineered essentially is a model generated by an optimiza-214

2 Chapter 1 Introduction to DUNE/LBNF



tion algorithm incorporating suggestions and corrections made by the engineers215

due to viability. These algorithms look for the set of parameters that maximizes the216

sensitivity to CP-violation. The one that has been readily used in this context is the217

Genetic Optimization Algorithm. It revolves around picking parameter sets, where218

the fitter sets are more likely to be chosen, and matching them together. For more219

information, the reader is referred to chapter 3.220

221

Also included, is a discussion on a possible alternative to this algorithm. This222

is the so-called Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). Even though this algorithm has223

not yet been used in the optimization process, it might converge towards a maximum224

more quickly. If we say that the GOA was heavily based on natural selection from the225

theory of evolution, we can make a similar statement about PSO. PSO is based on the226

behavior of a pack or swarm of animals, where the individuals communicate with227

each other on where the maximum is. This way, they will find the set of parameters228

that corresponds to the highest CP sensitivity.229

230

Most of the effort in this thesis has been directed towards the update of the Con-231

ceptual design report that was due October 2017. At the time this research was232

started, the concept was already mostly optimized. This means that changing certain233

parameters will have a larger effect on the neutrino flux and CP sensitivty than other.234

Therefore, some of the parameters in these sets that make up the beamline will235

be discussed in more detail at the end of chapter 3. Examples are the target, the236

position of horn C and the staging designs, as well as proton momentum and the237

effect of bug repairs in the code.238

239

Next up are the results belonging to both designs and to the single parameter240

study of the Optimized Engineered Design. The neutrino flux produced by a certain241

beamline and the accompanying CP sensitivity will be shown.242

243

The error on the neutrino flux, especially at the near detector, is dominated by244

the uncertainty in the parents. Therefore a proposal has been made for an additional245

spectrometer, which is able to distinguish between the hadrons and leptons created246

in LBNF. This leads to a better resolution as to where the parents are produced and247

a more accurate understanding of their energy distribution.248

249

The different components and concepts of the LBNF spectrometer will be described250

in chapter 5. In order to use this device, there should not be more than one proton251

per RF-bucket coming from the Main Injector. The ratio of these useful buckets to the252

total amount of buckets is known as the duty cycle, which can be used to determine253

if the spectrometer can be effective. All of this is covered in more detail in the second254

half of chapter 5.255

256
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The experiment that was done to get an idea of the efficiency is explained in257

chapter 6. Here the method of measurement is discussed along with the set-up and258

data acquisition systems that were used. For the results on this second half of the259

thesis, chapter 7 should be read.260

261

Finally in chapter 8, all previous shown results will be discussed and the main262

conclusions drawn. Future efforts towards the beamline will also be listed, as well263

as possible improvements to this work.264

265

Overall this thesis should give a basic understanding of the CP-angle and how266

it can be found with the help of an appearance neutrino experiment in the form of267

νe or
(−)
νe . It should become clear what the contribution of the different elements in268

the target hall (LBNF) are to the resulting CP-sensitivity and why and how they were269

chosen to have the shape and dimensions that you will read about. Finally it should270

provide reasons for the necessity of the LBNF spectrometer and its duty cycle.271

272

Above all, it should summarize the reasoning behind the steps that were taken273

in the design of the different components.274

4 Chapter 1 Introduction to DUNE/LBNF



2275 LBNF Beamline: Theoretical
Background

276

"I have done a terrible thing, I have
postulated a particle that cannot be detected."

— Wolfgang Pauli

277

The elementary particle nowadays known as the "neutrino" was first postulated278

by Pauli in 1930 as an explanation for the continuous energy spectrum observed279

in beta-decay. The process in which a neutron is converted to a proton inside the280

nucleus and an electron is emitted accompanied by what we know now is that281

predicted particle. Without its existence, one would expect a well-defined energy for282

the electron as it would solely depend on the mass difference between the neutron283

and proton. With the neutrino, however, it is possible that part of the energy is284

carried away, leading to a continuous spectrum. It was the first time the neutrino285

shocked the physics community, but it would definitely not be the last.286

287

The Standard model of Particle physics was supposed to be completed with the288

discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012. However, hints suggesting otherwise already289

surfaced when the solar neutrino flux showed a discrepancy with respect to theo-290

retical predictions. Only around a third of the expected rate was observed in the291

Homestake experiment at the end of the 1960’s[3]. Today, we can justify said deficit292

by introducing neutrino oscillations. A phenomenon in which neutrinos change293

flavor when travelling through space. What was created as an electron neutrino294

in the sun’s core could transform into a muon or tau neutrino on its way to our295

detectors. As we will see later on in this chapter, the introduction of this oscillatory296

behaviour suggests that neutrinos are not massless as predicted by the SM. The297

experimental verification of this theory was awarded with the Nobel prize in 2015.298

299

In the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment, we will go one step further and use300

this theory to determine what is called the Charge Parity violation angle or δCP . A301

value that quantifies the asymmetry of a weak interaction process under charge and302

5



parity conjugation. In the case of DUNE, this will mean looking at the asymmetry303

between304

P (νµ → νe) and P ( −
νµ →

−
νe)

induced by matter and CP violating effects. Before we dive into the details of the305

experiment, it is important to establish a basic understanding of the connection306

between neutrino oscillations and this angle.307

2.1 Neutrino mixing in vacuum308

There are three known neutrino flavors νe, νµ and ντ corresponding to the three309

types of leptons e, µ and τ . This relationship shows itself when we study the weak310

interaction. The produced or consumed neutrinos are in a flavor eigenstate in311

the sense that they are always accompanied by one of the charged leptons they312

belong to. If a neutrino is generated alongside a muon, it is called a muon neu-313

trino by conservation of lepton number. The same holds for the other two families[4].314

315

In addition to these flavors, neutrinos have three mass eigenstates ν1, ν2 and ν3316

generated by the free particle Hamiltonian. Similarly to what happens in the quark317

sector, these states do not coincide with the flavor ones. The difference is that we can318

not resolve the neutrino masses in a similar fashion as they are orders of magnitudes319

smaller than the quark masses. Therefore the mass state can not be monitored after320

its creation and its identity remains uncertain[5].321

322

Since the produced neutrinos are by default in their flavor eigenstate, they can323

not be at a definite mass eigenstate simultaneously. Hence, by the laws of quantum324

mechanics, they are composed of a mix of the possible states and are connected325

through a mixing matrix, much like the CKM-matrix, in the following manner:326

|να〉 =
3∑
i=1

U∗αi |νi〉 (2.1)

327

|νi〉 =
∑

α=e,µ,τ
Uαi |να〉 (2.2)

Where α = e, µ, τ represents the flavor eigenstates and i = 1, 2, 3 represents the328

mass eigenstates. The asterisk simply indicates the complex conjugate of the matrix329

at hand. If we show this equation in its full glory, this looks like:330 
νe

νµ

ντ

 =


Ue1 Ue2 Ue3

Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3

Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3


︸ ︷︷ ︸

UPMNS


ν1

ν2

ν3
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The shape of the superposition in terms of the mixing matrix becomes clear. U is331

described by the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata matrix or PMNS in short.332

333

This matrix is subject to a couple of constraints implied by quantum mechanics. All334

of which can be derived from the statement that the mixing matrix should be unitary335

in order to conserve the probability. This mean that U †U = I = UU †, where I is the336

identity matrix. What follows is that the probability to find one of the neutrinos in337

any of the three mass eigenstates should be one. The sum of the squared elements in338

one row or column should add up to one. e.g. |Ue1|2 + |Ue2|2 + |Ue3|2 = 1. Addition-339

ally the off-diagonal elements should be zero: Ue1U∗µ1 + Ue2U
∗
µ2 + Ue3U

∗
µ3 = 0[6].340

341

Incorporating the constraints, the PMNS matrix can be evaluated in a couple of ways,342

depending on the nature of the neutrinos. Are they Dirac or Majorana particles?343

In case they are of the first type, it can be parameterized by three rotation angles344

θ13, θ12, θ23 and one CP violating phase δcp. Two additional phase angles are needed345

if the neutrinos are of the Majorana type. However these extra phase angles do not346

affect the absolute values of the entries in the PMNS matrix and are therefore not347

represented by any observables in neutrino oscillation physics. Neutrino oscillation348

studies do not give any information on the particle’s type. Therefore we will focus349

our effort on DUNE related mixing and use the most common parameterization,350

which follows the Chau-Keung (CK) scheme[7].351

UPMNS =


1 0 0
0 c23 s23

0 −s23 c23


︸ ︷︷ ︸

θ23


c13 0 e−iδcps13

0 1 0
−eiδcps13 0 c13


︸ ︷︷ ︸

θ13


c12 s12 0
−s12 c12 0

0 0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

θ12

=


c12c13 s12c13 s13e

−iδcp

−s12c23 − c12s23s13e
iδcp c12c23 − s12s23s13e

iδcp s23c13

s12 − c12c23s13e
iδcp −c12s23 − s12c23s13e

iδcp c23c13


(2.3)

In which, cij and sij correspond to the cosine and the sine of the mixing angles θij352

respectively, e.g. θ12 represents the mixing between electron and muon neutrinos353

and is typically studied using solar neutrinos. The most crucial factor in this matrix354

is represented by δCP , the CP-violating angle. If there turns out to be no CP-violation355

in the neutrino sector, we will find it to be 0. If mixing is "maximal", it will either be356

1
2π or 3

2π. If the matrix turns out not to be satisfying the unitarity constraint, the357

introduction of a fourth "sterile" neutrino could solve the puzzle. Sterile refers to358

the fact that they do not interact with matter at all, except possibly through gravity.359

However that concept will not be covered here.360

361

Now that we have chosen the framework for neutrino oscillations and we know how362

the states relate to each other, it is time to calculate the probability for this mixing to363

2.1 Neutrino mixing in vacuum 7



occur. As stated in the introduction, the goal is to determine P (νµ → νe). In words:364

the probability that a neutrino created in the muon flavor eigenstate at the source365

ends up in the electron flavor eigenstate at the detector.366

367

Let us first consider neutrinos propagating in free space over a distance L. In the368

absence of matter, we can set the matter potential to zero V (x) = 0. With the369

mass states νi evolving according to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, the370

solution is simply given by that of a plane wave. This gives rise to a phase factor as371

can be seen in the equation 2.4.372

|νk(x, t)〉 = e−i(Ekt−pkx) |νk(0, 0)〉 = e−iφk |νk(0, 0)〉 (2.4)

The time evolution phase φk can be simplified in the limit of ultra-relativistic neutri-373

nos. As their velocity approaches the speed of light t ≈ L.374

375

The second approximation is due to the neutrino’s mass being very small and376

thus m2
i << E2

i , which in turn affects the dispersion relation: Ek − pk = m2
i /2E.377

With the momentum described in the following way pi =
√
E2
i −m2

i = Ei

√
1− m2

i

E2
i

,378

the Taylor series follows the same logic as
√

1− x (with x = m2
i /E

2
i ). Hence we379

obtain pk = E −m2
k/2E.380

381

Plugging these two back into eqn 2.4, the phase looks like φk = L ∗ m2
k/2E at382

position L away from the source. Distance L and energy E are deciding parameters383

in the design of many of the world’s neutrino experiments. Combining this result384

with equation 2.1 gives the flavor eigenstate at position x and time t in terms of the385

flavor state at the source x = 0 and t = 0.386

|να(x, t)〉 =
3∑

k=1
U∗αk |νk(x, t)〉 =

3∑
k=1

U∗αke
−iφk |νk(0, 0)〉

=
3∑

k=1
U∗αke

−iφk
∑

β=e,µ,τ
Uβk |νβ(0, 0)〉

(2.5)

One finds the general formula for the probability through the braket notation:387

P (να → νγ) = | 〈νγ(0, 0)|να(x, t)〉 |2

= |
3∑

k=1
U∗αke

−iφk
∑

β=e,µ,τ
Uβk 〈νγ(0, 0)|νβ(0, 0)〉 |2

(2.6)

Due to orthonormality of the different flavor states, the braket turns into a delta388

function:389

〈νγ(0, 0)|νβ(0, 0)〉 = δγβ
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Plugging this into eqn 2.7:390

P (να → νγ) = |
3∑

k=1
U∗αke

−iφkUγk|2

=
3∑

k=1
U∗αke

−iφkUγk

3∑
l=1

Uαle
iφlU∗γl

=
3∑

k=1

3∑
l=1

U∗αkUγkUαlU
∗
γle
−i(φk−φl)

=
∑
l,k

U∗αkUγkUαlU
∗
γle
−i(

L∗∆m2
kl

2E )

(2.7)

Where l and k sum over all mass states. This holds for every parameterization391

of the mixing matrix, independent of phases. Rephasing would result in Uαk →392

eiψαUαke
iψk , but this does not affect the probability. So the previous statement393

about the Majorana phases not being of interest here, is justified. To obtain a394

result that displays the physics behind the process more clearly, we can rewrite eqn395

2.7 by separating the sum in two parts and then apply the following relationship396

Re(z) = 1
2(z + z∗).397

P (να → νγ) =
∑
l,k

U∗αkUγkUαlU
∗
γle
−i(

L∗∆m2
lk

2E )

=
∑
k=l

U∗αkUγkUαlU
∗
γle
−i(

L∗∆m2
lk

2E ) +
∑
k 6=l

U∗αkUγkUαlU
∗
γle
−i(

L∗∆m2
lk

2E )

=
∑
k

|Uαk|2|Uγk|2 + 2 Re[
∑
k>l

U∗αkUγkUαlU
∗
γle
−i(

L∗∆m2
lk

2E )]

(2.8)

The first term can be rewritten with the unitarity condition regarding the mixing398

matrix
∑
k UαkUγk = δαγ .:399

∑
k

|Uαk|2|Uγk|2 = δαγ − 2 Re[
∑
k>l

U∗αkUγkUαlU
∗
γl] (2.9)

Thus,400

P (να → νγ) = δαγ − 2
∑
k>l

Re(U∗αkUγkUαlU∗γl[1− e−i(
L∗∆m2

lk
2E )]) (2.10)

By implementing the rule Re(ab) = Re(a) Re(b)− Im(a) Im(b), the exponential can401

be divided in an imaginary and real part. The need for this will become more clear402
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towards the end of this chapter where we compare the neutrino and antineutrino403

oscillation probabilities.404

P (να → νγ) = δαγ − 2
∑
k>l

Re(U∗αkUγkUαlU∗γl)[1− cos
(
L ∗∆m2

lk

2E

)
]

+ 2
∑
k>l

Im(U∗αkUγkUαlU∗γl) sin
(
L ∗∆m2

lk

2E

) (2.11)

The trigonometric identity sin2(θ) = 1
2(1− cos(2θ)) simplifies the second term. The405

final expression for a generic oscillation process looks like:406

P (να → νγ) = δαγ − 4
∑
k>l

Re(U∗αkUγkUαlU∗γl) sin2(L ∗∆m2
lk

4E )

+ 2
∑
k>l

Im(U∗αkUγkUαlU∗γl) sin
(
L ∗∆m2

lk

2E

) (2.12)

In which E again represents the neutrino energy or momentum and L represents the407

traversed distance from the source. Uij are entries from the PMNS matrix and ∆m2
lk408

stands for the squared mass difference between mass state l and k. The appearance409

of the latter term indicates that the individual neutrino masses can not be resolved by410

measuring the probability, causing them to be very difficult to find. A more detailed411

description of the parameters and experimental decisions constraining those will be412

given after we derive the oscillations in matter.413

414

It is time to shift our attention to one particular result important for DUNE. By415

changing γ to µ and α to e and evaluating the sums over k and l in eqn 2.12, we416

obtain the probability in vacuum to find an electron neutrino with energy E after a417

distance L in a primarily muon neutrino beam.418

2.1.1 Antineutrino oscillations419

The second step in determining the level of CP-violation is comparing this proba-420

bility to its CP conjugate. One finds the probability for antineutrinos by applying421

the Charge-Parity operator to the original. CP can be dissolved into two distinct422

operators Ĉ and P̂ . Individually, these transformations work in the following way:423

424

C = Charge conjugation, this reverses all internal quantum numbers, e.g. the425

electric charge. Essentially transforming the particle into its antiparticle.426

Ĉ : |ψ〉 →
−
|ψ〉
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P = Parity, this reverses the space coordinates.427

P̂ :


x

y

z

→

−x
−y
−z


Referring back to the introduction, the charge and parity symmetries are violated in428

the weak interaction. More useful in the case of neutrinos is the combination of Ĉ429

and P̂ .430

ĈP̂ : P (να → νγ)→ P ( −να →
−
νγ)

Applying this to the right-hand side of equation 2.14 leads to a difference in sign for431

the imaginary third term:432

P (να → νγ) = δαγ − 4
∑
k>l

Re(U∗αkUγkUαlU∗γl) sin2(L ∗∆m2
lk

4E )

− 2
∑
k>l

Im(U∗αkUγkUαlU∗γl) sin
(
L ∗∆m2

lk

2E

) (2.13)

Which can be understood by realizing that the flavor states still consist of super-433

positions between the mass states, but are now linked through the CP conjugate of434

eqn 2.1. This leads to particles becoming antiparticles and the mixing matrix losing435

its asterisk.436
−
|να〉 =

3∑
i=1

Uαi
−
|νi〉 (2.14)

Following the same derivation as we did in the previous subsection leads to the437

result shown above. Recall that eqn 2.12 was decoupled in a real and imaginary part438

corresponding to a cosine and sine respectively. The even and odd nature of these439

functions leads to the difference in sign of the imaginary (odd) part of the probability440

amplitude. If the neutrinos turn out to conserve CP symmetry and the δCP actually is441

zero, the entries of the PMNS matrix are real. Moreover, the imaginary contributions442

in equation 2.14 and 2.15 disappear and the two oscillation probabilities become443

equal. So by studying the discrepancies between these two amplitudes, conclusions444

can be drawn regarding the level of CP violation.445

446

Now, one could pose the question; what symmetry is preserved by neutrino os-447

cillations. For this we add one more transformation to this story, which is known as448

T = Time. This changes the direction in which time flows, interchanging the initial449

and final states.450

T̂ : P (να → νγ)→ P (νγ → να)

If the PMNS matrix turns out to be real, the process is time reversible. By observing451

a δCP 6= 0, the PMNS matrix turns out to be complex and time symmetry has to be452

broken accordingly. If we add T to the CP operator, the broken symmetry is restored453
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and the arrow becomes an equal sign. CPT is conserved in general field theories,454

which the SM belongs to.455

ĈP̂ T̂ : P (να → νγ) = P ( −να →
−
νγ)

This does indicate that if this symmetry is somehow broken, it will support the456

statement that the SM model is incorrect. For completeness, a summary of all457

possible combinations is given in figure 2.4. However, looking for a violation of CPT458

will not be a part of DUNE’s research goals.459

Figure 2.1: CP and T transformations

2.1.2 Oscillations in matter460

Now that all the perks of the vacuum probabilities have been shown, it is time to461

move on to the matter effects. The detected neutrinos will have traveled through462

a significant portion of it upon reaching the detector after all. This derivation has463

been done in a very elaborate fashion in a paper by H. Nunokawa et al[4]. It464

goes beyond the scope of this thesis, but the main arguments will be given below.465

Remember that free space had no potential V (x) = 0. As matter mainly consists of466

electrons, the muon and tau neutrinos do not receive charged-current contribution467

to (νee → νee) as lepton number would not be conserved. The charged current468

interaction constitutes an exchange of the W± boson. Here the incoming neutrino is469

converted to its leptonic partner, e.g. electron neutrino goes to electron. The neutral470

current contribution is equal for every neutrino type. During the neutral current471

interaction, a Z0 boson is exchanged. In this case the charge nor the mass of the472

incoming particle is altered. In an electrically neutral medium, the NC effects from473

protons and electrons are similar, but opposite and thus cancel out. What is left,474

looks like:475

Va(x) =
√

2GF (δaeNe(x)− 1
2Nn) (2.15)
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In which Ne and Nn are the electron and neutron number densities of the traversed476

medium at position x respectively and GF is the Fermi constant. Clearly, for a = τ, µ477

the contribution is purely from the second term. As the physical relevance for the478

oscillatory behavior lies within the difference between these potentials, one can draw479

a few simple conclusions. For instance that Vτ − Vµ = 0 and that the non-vanishing480

potential is the result of the charged current interactions for electron neutrinos.481

V (x) = Ve − Vb =
√

2GFNe(x) (2.16)

for b = τ, µ. This changes the Hamiltonian and therefore affects the eigenstates[8].482

H(x) = H0 + V (x) = U


m2

1/2E 0 0
0 m2

2/2E 0
0 0 m2

3/2E

U † +


Vx 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 (2.17)

From this point, a similar treatment is given to the oscillations as was done in483

vacuum. In addition to the conjugate of the PMNS matrix, the potential becomes484

negative if antineutrinos are considered in eqn 2.19[9].485

486

Obviously, neutrinos and antineutrinos do not harness the same interaction cross487

section when travelling through matter, mainly consisting of electrons and hardly488

any positrons. Therefore P, CP and CPT are all violated by default, which means489

that the asymmetry between neutrinos and antineutrinos is now caused by two490

effects. On one hand the matter effect and on the other hand the CP-violating491

effect quantified by δCP . It is very important that these two are disentangled as it492

would be impossible to resolve the CP-angle otherwise.493

494

Equation 2.18 shows the inclusion of both effects in the probability that a muon495

neutrino ends up as an electron neutrino when travelling through a certain amount496

of matter for a distance L as described by [4].497

P (νµ → νe) ' sin2 θ23 ∗ sin2 2θ13
sin2(∆31 − aL)

(∆31 − aL)2 ∆2
31

+ sin 2θ23 ∗ sin 2θ13 ∗ sin 2θ12
sin (∆31 − aL)

(∆31 − aL) ∆31
sin(aL)
aL

∆21 cos (∆31 + δcp)

+ cos2 θ23 ∗ sin2 2θ12
sin2 (aL)

(aL)2 ∆2
21

(2.18)
Here a = GFNe/

√
2 and ∆ij = ∆m2

ijL/4Eν . L is the baseline defined in kilometers.498

Eν is the neutrino energy in GeV [10].499

500

To study the probability for antineutrinos P (νµ → νe), the following substitutions501

have to be made:502

a→ −a δCP → −δCP
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in equation 2.18. The first is caused by the change in potential, while the second503

is caused by the conjugation of the PMNS matrix as we saw in the previous section504

on antineutrino oscillations. In vacuum, this probability is observed to be equal505

for neutrinos and antineutrinos in the cases where the CP-angle is 0 or π. When506

considering the matter effect a as well, a discrepancy is observed between the two507

probabilities even without CP violation.508

509

The mixing angles appearing in eqn 2.18 above along with the other parameters510

governing neutrino oscillations are to be known independently if DUNE wishes to511

solve the CP puzzle. Five of them have been discovered already.

Parameter Value Measurement methods

θ12 34°± 1° Solar νe disappearance

θ23 45°± 8° Atmospheric νµ disappearance

θ13 8.7°± 0.4° Reactor
−
νe disappearance

∆m2
21 7.50+0.19

−0.20 ∗ 10−5eV 2 Reactor
−
νe disappearance

|∆m2
32| 2.4± 0.1 ∗ 103eV 2 Accelerator νµ disappearance

Table 2.1: Oscillation parameters

512

Observe that it is the absolute value of one of the mass squared differences which513

is known and thus the sign remains to be determined. The mass squared differ-514

ence ∆m2
21 is chosen to be positive by giving the lighter state the label 1. Given515

the magnitude of ∆m2
32, neutrino masses could be ordered in any of two ways:516

m1 < m2 < m3 (NH) and m3 < m1 < m2 (IH). The expectation is that by the time517

DUNE is operational, this will have been resolved. If not, this is going to be DUNE’s518

secondary objective.519

520

Although the value of sin2 2θ23 is known to be close to 1, data so far has been521

inconclusive as to whether θ23 is less than or greater than 45°. NOνA is one of the522

experiments that looks for the octant[11]. By looking at the PMNS matrix in 2.3,523

it can be seen that the resulting value impacts the contribution of ν3 to the muon524

and tau flavors. If it turns out to be exactly 45°, νµ and ντ will consist of the third525

neutrino in equal amounts. This hints at a previously unknown hidden symmetry.526

Furthermore, the octant determines the fractions of ν1 and ν2 in those two flavors.527

528

It can be shown that by focusing on values for L and E simultaneously and thus529

producing a proper L/E ratio, the contributions from the matter and CP-violating530
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Figure 2.2: CP Asymmetry as function of baseline for first and second oscillation max-
ima[12]

effect can be disentangled. In figure 2.2 the CP asymmetry on the y-axis is defined531

by:532

ACP (Eν) = [P (νµ → νe)− P ( −νµ →
−
νe)

P (νµ → νe) + P ( −νµ →
−
νe)

] (2.19)

For this system specifically, it can be approximated to leading order by[13]:533

ACP (Eν) ≈ cos θ23 sin 2θ12 sin δCP
sin θ23 sin θ13

∆m2
21L

4Eν
+ matter effects (2.20)

For A = 0, we see that the probabilities for neutrino and antineutrino oscillations534

are equal. This happens if the baseline goes to zero and there is no CP violating535

effect. More interesting is the notion that the CP-violating effect is constant over the536

wide range of baselines for a given value of −1
2π.537

538

The green and black lines in this figure indicate the asymmetry at the first and539

second oscillation maxima, which correspond to peaks in the probability amplitude540

spectra. Hence these are the most effective regions to study. For the first oscilla-541

tion maximum the asymmetry is dominated by the matter effect (solid black line)542

at baselines longer than 1000 km. For the second oscillation maximum, however,543

the asymmetry is governed by δCP 6= 0 for all baselines (dashed green line). In544

addition, to acquire similar sensitivity at shorter baselines (order of kilometers) the545

energies would have to decrease by a significant amount (eventually reaching the546
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MeV range) so as to preserve the L/E ratio. An energy regime, that is not accessible547

for accelerator experiments. Not only does the initial proton beam have to have548

enough energy to produce the secondary pions and kaons at rest energies of 135549

MeV and 493 MeV respectively, these particles also have to be boosted in the forward550

direction. In addition to these energy constraints, the neutrinos need to be able to551

produce muons and electrons in the LArTPCs which are not at rest either. Hence552

altogether, the several 100 MeV range is more difficult to do experiments with than553

the multiple GeV range. By requiring L > 1000km, the desired disentanglement of554

the two factors[12] can be achieved.555

556

For a baseline or L of 1300km, the oscillation probability can be plotted as a557

function of the neutrino energy. This can be seen in figure 2.3. On top of the legend,558

the baseline is mentioned along with normal MH, which stands for normal mass559

hierarchy. As we discussed before, this is the case where the neutrino masses are560

ordered in the following way: m1 < m2 < m3.

Figure 2.3: Muon neutrino to electron neutrino oscillation probability vs energy for different
values of δCP (left). Muon antineutrino to electron antineutrino oscillation
probability vs energy for different values of δCP (right) [13]

561

The largest influence on the sensitivity to charge-parity violation will come from the562

neutrinos that have energies close to the peaks in this spectrum. As stated before,563

the energies on the far left side and the corresponding baseline are not optimal and564

therefore the focus lies on optimizing the equipment to produce neutrinos around565

the first two peaks from the right.566

2.2 Experimental side567

The final piece of the puzzle is composed of evaluating the left-hand side of equation568

2.18. For a given exposure of the detector to a muon neutrino beam, the number569
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of electron neutrino appearance events Nappear
νe can be related to the probability570

P νµ→νe . It is given by the formula below:[12]571

Nappear
νe = Ntarget

∫
Φνµ(Eν , L) ∗ P νµ→νe(Eν , L) ∗ σνe(Eν)dEν (2.21)

The appearing factors can be understood quite well when investigated individually.572

The detector consists of 4 modules each containing 17 kiloton of liquid argon. In that573

volume, there is a total of Ntarget nucleons per kiloton of fiducial volume. By using574

the per kiloton convention, Nappear
νe is evaluated in units of event/kt ∗MW ∗ yr. As575

we will see later, kt∗MW ∗yr is used to describe the length of the detector’s exposure.576

Electron neutrinos passing through the LAr have a chance to interact proportional577

to the cross section. These neutrinos came from a muon flavored neutrino flux of578

which some have oscillated with the given probability. The appearing electrons as a579

result of the neutrino interactions are a function of all of that.580

581

The cross section σνe(Eν) for electron neutrinos with argon target nuclei is not582

well-understood at this point. DUNE relies on other experiments like MINERvA,583

MiniBooNE and LArIAT, also conducted at Fermilab to shed more light on this quan-584

tity. The flux, denoted by Φνµ(Eν , L), is the second quantity of which the error needs585

to be heavily reduced compared to previous neutrino experiments in order to ensure586

DUNE’s success. More on the impact of this error can be found in the fifth chapter587

on the spectrometer.588

589

Without entering into too much detail, the use of a near over far ratio, rather590

than an absolute number, makes a lot of systematic uncertainties cancel. However,591

this trick does not work for the flux nor for the cross section. At least not to the592

extent that is required. In order to reduce these uncertainties, the idea of the LBNF593

spectrometer was proposed. More on this topic can be found in chapter 5. For594

now, the more useful formalism comes from dividing the near and far neutrino595

numbers[14] as shown in equation 2.22. We see that the equation has been simpli-596

fied even further by using the same target material in both detectors, which makes597

Ntarget cancel as well (If this method is going to be used in DUNE, however, is still598

being evaluated).599

NFD
νe ≈ N

ND
νµ ∗

Φνµ
FD(Eν , L)

Φνµ
ND(Eν , L)

∗ P νµ→νe(Eν , L) ∗ σ
νe
FD(Eν)
σ
νµ
ND(Eν)

(2.22)

This equation directly follows from a division of the neutrino number in the far600

detector by the neutrino number in the near detector as described by equation601

2.21. Obviously the near detector neutrino number is not affected by a probability602

amplitude as this is the starting point of the measurement and hardly any neutrinos603

will have oscillated. As the integration variable is similar in both the far and near604

case dEν and the boundaries are similar as well, the integral variables cancel and605
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the integration drops out. This is also motivated by the fact that the far detector606

neutrino number is an extrapolation of the near detector one.607

2.3 Neutrino beams608

Now that we have understood the theoretical side of the oscillations, let us turn609

to the practicalities. Considering the baseline, figure 2.3 shows that the oscillation610

probability peaks at neutrino energies of around 2.4 GeV and 0.8 GeV. These points611

are also known as the first and second oscillation maxima. The task at hand is612

to create a facility able to produce a neutrino energy spectrum that peaks around613

these maxima. Fortunately, similar machinery has been built in the past with great614

success. One example is the NuMI beamline, which is also stationed at Fermilab and615

generates a ν beam for the NOvA, MINERvA and MINOS experiments. That is the616

reason it was used as a starting point when people first began designing LBNF, the617

facility for DUNE.618

619

Every accelerator based neutrino experiment consists of a few crucial elements620

and techniques as shown in figure 2.4. First, there is the target, which serves as621

an interaction volume for the incoming protons to create hadrons. Secondly, there622

are the magnetized horns that focus the charged hadrons. The third part is a long623

hollow pipe, usually filled with some type of low Z gas. Low Z elements have a small624

amount of protons in their nucleus, which allows these focused particles to decay,625

while keeping interactions to a minimum. Finally, there are absorber walls between626

the decay pipe and the near detector to get rid of all the muons that are left in the627

beam.628

629

Figure 2.4: NuMI beamline currently operated at Fermilab [13]

630

In this section, we will discuss these elements for the two designs that are currently631

under consideration by the Beam Group. These are known as 1. The CDR Reference632

Design and 2. The Optimized Engineered Design. The first is highly similar to the633

NuMI beamline discussed before and is therefore considered as a reference point.634
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The latter reflects the belief that DUNE can achieve better results by modifying it.635

636

The process of creating a beam at Fermilab starts by accelerating protons in the637

LINAC (a linear accelerator), followed by the booster (a synchrotron) to a kinetic638

energy of around 8 GeV. Before these protons move on to the Main Injector where639

they reach an energy of 60-120 GeV, they are inserted into the Recycler. This device640

is designed for slip-stacking, which leads to a more intense proton beam[15]. For641

a 120 GeV proton beam, the massive 1.2MW*yr of energy is achieved by diverting642

around 1.1 ∗ 1021 protons to LBNF every year. For a 60 GeV beam, this corresponds643

to 1.9 ∗ 1021 protons.644

2.3.1 Target645

After extraction from the main injector, the protons impinge on a graphite target.646

These usually come with dimensions of at least 3 beam sigmas thick and several647

interaction lengths long. With the incoming beam having a Gaussian profile, the648

σbeam indicates the spot size that corresponds to one standard deviation. For NuMI649

it is 1.7 mm in radius, which means that 68.3% of the beam is contained within that650

circle. Three standard deviations therefore ensures that most of the beam will be651

going through the target (≈99.7%). The interaction length is a measure of how far652

particles travel before interacting with the medium. After one λi approximately 1
e of653

the protons are left. NuMI’s target has a length of 95 centimeter, which is around654

two interaction lengths in graphite. This means that on average 80-90% will have655

undergone reactions with the carbon nucleons.656

657

Figure 2.5: Proton impinging on segmented target and producing a pion [16]
658

Through these strong interactions, a sea of hadrons is produced. Most of these659

particles have lifetimes too short for the focusing process and will have decayed660

before ever reaching the horns. It is the lighter hadrons that do survive. These661

mainly consist of pions with a smaller fraction of kaons, both charged and neutral.662

The angle θ with which the secondary particles leave the target depends on the663

transverse momentum pT gained during the collisions. Higher pT particles will leave664

the target under higher angles and vice versa. These angles are a measure of how665

close secondaries move to the central beam axis after their initial interaction and666

determine how much more material they will have to cross before exiting the active667
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region. Here active refers to the graphite material.668

669

In figure 2.6., the transverse momentum distribution is shown[16] for different670

xF ≈ pz/p0. p0 is the incoming proton momentum and pz is the secondary’s mo-671

mentum in the direction parallel to the beam axis. This fraction resembles the672

amount of longitudinal energy that is transferred to the π or K. Strikingly, the673

peak of the transverse momentum lies around the same values for every xF . This674

is very convenient as increasing the accelerator’s energy (and increasing that of675

the secondaries) does not imply the necessity of a larger pT kick by the magnets676

following the target. Ergo, pT does not scale with pion energy[17].677

678

Figure 2.6: Pion and Kaon transverse momentum for different proton energies [16]

679
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One can understand that the radius or thickness of the active material influences the680

amount of re-interactions taking place as it makes it more difficult for the pions or681

kaons to leave. A similar argument holds for the target length. As most of the high682

energy particles will be emitted under small angles, a longer target would cause683

them to interact multiple times.684

685

With every subsequent collision, more and more energy is converted to heat or686

used to produce daughter particles, ultimately leading to low energy secondaries687

leaving this region. The yield of highly energetic particles can be improved by688

segmenting the target as is shown in Fig. 2.5. By incorporating gaps in between689

subsequent segments, the low transverse momentum particles have a shorter path690

length through the active region and can therefore escape more easily. In the end691

this results in a higher energetic neutrino beam. Additionally, it assists with the692

relief of stresses caused by the thermal expansion due to the irradiation. The slugs693

essentially leave room for the material to expand.694

695

The importance of a proper cooling mechanism becomes even more apparent when696

considering damage by this radiation. Graphite has the ability to slightly anneal697

itself when operated at high temperatures[18]. Hence the cooling substance that is698

used plays an important role. There are two commonly used substances, one being699

gaseous helium and the other being liquid water. One of the largest benefits of a700

helium system is that its incredibly low boiling point (4.2 K) supports operation at701

significantly lower temperatures than water, which is limited by its freezing point702

(273 K). Helium cooling might therefore increase the target’s lifetime by limiting the703

damage as it would be able to cool the graphite at higher temperatures than water704

would. In Chapter 3, there will be a discussion on two types of targets and these705

factors play a major role in the design choices.706

2.3.2 Focusing horn system707

Moving on to the next element in the hall, we arrive at the magnetized horns. With-708

out these complementary components, most of the high pT particles originating from709

the target would be lost during their travel over the 1300km baseline. As neutrinos710

are not affected by a magnetic field, due to them being neutral, it is the charged711

parent particles that have to go through the focusing mechanism. Depending on712

what energies the neutrinos ought to have, the horns come in a variety of shapes and713

sizes. Every single one of them serves a different purpose as the magnetic field will714

be shaped differently as a consequence of the chosen geometry. Before we describe715

two of these shapes, it is important to understand the general focusing idea[19].716

717

The trajectory of the particles is close to the z axis when leaving the target. The718
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horns house a magnetic field that is generated by a current loop of several hundreds719

of amperes. This loop is made up of an aluminum inner and outer conductor. The di-720

rection of the resulting field is toroidal as shown in figure 2.7 for a parabolic shaped721

inner conductor. In figure 2.8, the same picture is drawn for a conical conductor.722

723

The conductor’s shape determines the gradient of the magnetic field. This can724

be understood most easily by comparing the two shapes and taking into account725

that B ∝ 1
r , where r is the distance to the central beam axis. In the 2D figure, the726

radius of the parabola increases as y =
√
z/b, while the cone’s radius increases727

as y = bz. By Ampere’s law, we know that there is no field without any enclosed728

current. Hence particles going through the region between the beam axis and the729

first conducting wall will travel in a straight line. Furthermore, the ones that go730

through the horn’s volume will experience less or more of the field depending on731

the shape. The distance from the target to the first horn is described by l. This does732

not influence the gradient of the magnetic field, however. Hence it is left out of this733

discussion, but will return later.734

735

Figure 2.7: The focusing effects caused by a parabolic shaped inner conductor [16]

736

In the simplified case where the velocity is along the z direction, the combination737

of B with v gives rise to a magnetic force in the radial direction. This force F can738

point to the central beam axis or away from it, depending on the charge q of the739

particles.740

F = q~v × ~B (2.23)
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In reality, the velocity will have components along the x and y axis. Due to Bφ741

being the only component, the force will consist of a Fr and Fz part by law of the742

cross product. Here Fr = −qvz ∗ Bφ and Fz = qvr ∗ Bφ. In figure 2.7, the π− is743

curved away from the beam axis while the π+ is directed towards it. Therefore the744

system does not only enhance the signal, but suppresses the background at the same745

time. Recall that DUNE wants to study the difference in oscillation probabilities746

between pure neutrino and anti-neutrino beams, which makes this a very convenient747

feature. The system can run in two modes by reversing the current and we make the748

distinction between νµ and ν̄µ beams.749

750

The amount by which the trajectory of the charged particles is affected, can be751

quantified by the pT kick. This follows from the change in transverse momentum:752

|δpT | =
∫
~B(r)d~l with dl the distance traveled through magnetic field B. The horns753

should be constructed in a way where the particles at bigger incoming angle or754

radius, feel more of the field or experience it over a larger distance. As the field755

is inversely proportional to the radius, the geometry plays a significant part in the756

magnitude of the kick through the dependence on dl.757

758

Figure 2.8: The focusing effects caused by a conical shaped inner conductor [16]

759

Naively assuming that the field looks the same everywhere, leads to a change in pT760

of the order of:761

|∆pT | =
∫
~B(r)d~l = µ0I

2πrz
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To obtain the corresponding ∆θ, one simply divides by the longitudinal momentum762

for small angles pz. In the ideal case, the field aligns the pions or kaons with the763

beam axis upon leaving this region. This equates to a θf = 0. This means that the764

focusing effect has to offset the angle with which the particles enter the horn.765

∆θ = θi − θf = θi

The incident angle may vary depending on the position on the target the particles766

were emitted from. For a single particle, the emission angle will be given by the767

ratio of its transverse momentum to its longitudinal momentum. By looking at all768

the particles coming from the target, it looks more like
−
θi = 〈pT 〉/p with the brackets769

indicating the average value. Filling in the formula above, we obtain:770

z = 〈pT 〉
2π
µ0I

r (2.24)

Which is very similar to the gradient for the surface of conical horn with b = 〈pT 〉 2π
µ0I

.771

The longitudinal momentum does not appear in this relation meaning that this horn772

can be used to focus beams with a large momentum spread.773

774

A different substitution regarding the distance from source to horn and the en-775

trance radius leads to: θi = r/l, which would lead us to776

µ0I

2πr
z

p
= r

l
→ z = 2πpr2

lµ0I

Here the more straightforward geometric shape is the parabola for b = π
µ0I

p
l . The777

inner conductor of the horn shown in figure 2.7 consists of two parabolic sections778

extending from both sides of the neck (the section with the smallest radius). This779

means that the z coordinate depends on both of them, which in the simplified case780

leads to z = 2ar2.781

l = π

µ0I
p (2.25)

By assuming that l, which is the distance between the target and the start of the lens,782

is the focal length, we see that the parabolic lens works for particles at all angles for783

a given momentum p. In contrast with the conical lens, which focused all momenta784

for a single angle
−
θi. The lenses therefore serve different purposes[16]!785

786

For the goal of understanding the origin of the pT kick and the horn shapes, this will787

do. However it should be noted that in the real horn, the field is not smooth close788

to the edges. Firstly, it is necessary to cool the horns as the 300 kA current running789

through the conductors in combination with the deposited energy by charged par-790

ticles traversing the volume cause the horn to heat up. Therefore, there are holes791

in their surfaces to install water lines and these cause a local discontinuity in the field.792
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793

Moreover, the current running through every single horn is not continuous. As794

the spill lasts for around 4.1 seconds every minute and the horn cycle time is any-795

where between 0.7 and 1.2 seconds, the horn can be switched on up to six times796

per spill. The cycle time depends on the energy the protons are desired to have.797

This ranges from 60 to 120 GeV. Every pulse lasts for 10 µs. These pulses lead to a798

non-uniform distribution of the current throughout the inner and outer conductor.799

This phenomenon called the skin effect makes the current want to stick to the "skin",800

while decreasing exponentially towards the center. Hence there is ongoing effort801

towards mapping out the entire magnetic field of the horns[20].802

803

By implementing multiple horns on different positions on the beam axis, the system804

is able to focus a larger range of energies. Highly energetic particles that do not805

diverge enough to cross the conductors of the first horn might still do so at the806

second or third, depending on the relative distances between the objects. In general807

the first focusing element has a rather small aperture to be able to catch most of808

the particles, while the second and third element have increasing inner conductor809

radii. This is done to not disturb the well-focused particles coming from horns that810

lie further upstream[21].811

2.3.3 Decay Pipe812

Upon leaving the target hall, the π± and K± will enter a separately enclosed volume;813

the decay pipe. Often, this pipe is kept at a vacuum or filled with low density814

material. The main objective here is for the particle to decay without interacting.815

This is an important fact, because any other pion or kaon interactions might lead816

to a deflection from the, at this point, well focused path. The obvious option is a817

vacuum tube. However, it is accompanied by a lot of technical difficulties. In the818

NuMI beamline[22], for instance, the pipe is filled with helium.819

820

Charged mesons largely end up as muons and their respective
(−)
νµ through their821

weak decays. A small fraction of the decays of pions, kaons and a larger ratio of822

the neutral kaons yield electrons/positrons accompanied by their neutrinos
(−)
νe . The823

appearance of electron neutrinos in a predominantly muon neutrino beam causes a824

background signal in the detectors.825

826

The particles follow the chains shown in table 2.2 below with the branching ratios827

summarized by the Particle Data Group. It is true that the process µ± → e±+ (−)
νµ+ (−)

νe828

contains electron neutrinos as well. However, if we compare the 2.2µs lifetime of829

the muon with the 26ns of the charged pions in their own restframes (where the830

kaons have an even shorter lifetime), we can conclude that most of the muons will831
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Table 2.2: Meson decay chains that produce a neutrino daughter with branching ratios[23]

travel through the pipe without decaying as observed in the lab frame. The exiting832

muons will meet a set of absorber walls and rock as indicated in figure 2.4, which833

stops them in their tracks and saves the data from heavy contamination by electron834

neutrinos. To protect the surrounding environment, there are aluminum, steel and835

concrete blocks installed upstream of the decay pipe exit window.836

837

The neutrinos, having a very low interaction cross section, will pass right through838

the absorber material. In the end we are left with a muon neutrino beam. The839

constraints on the pipe are therefore that it should be long enough for the majority840

of the pions and kaons to decay, while being short enough for the muons to stay alive.841

842

In the case of two-body decays, a fairly simple formula can be derived to describe the843

neutrino daughter energy Eν in terms of parent energy Ep aand the angle between844

the two momenta θν[24].845

Eν ≈
(1− m2

µ

M2
π/K

)Eπ/K
1 + γ2 tan2 θν

(2.26)

Where γ is the Lorentz factor for the pion. In figure 2.10, the neutrino energy as846

described by formula 2.26 has been plotted as a function of parent energy at off-axis847

angles ranging from 0 to 2.5 degrees.848

849

At small pion energies, the location of the detector does not have a significant ef-850

fect on the neutrino energy spectrum. At larger energies, the detector’s influence851

becomes more apparent. Eν starts to peak more narrowly with increasing angles, i.e.852

the dependence of the neutrino energy on that of its parent when moving away from853

the central beam axis starts to get smaller. T2K, which is situated at an angle of 2.5°854
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Figure 2.9: Neutrino energy for parent particle energy at different decay angles

(in purple), therefore has a very narrow energy spectrum[25] peaking between 0855

and 1 GeV.856

857

DUNE’s large baseline compared to the size of the detectors in combination with858

the parent particles being heavily focused indicate that the measured neutrinos are859

produced in decays with a θν close to zero. In that approximation, this formula860

simplifies to a linear relationship between the two energies (i.e. tan2 θν → θ2
ν ≈ 0).861

Hence DUNE will be operated with an on-axis beam. On-axis means that the mesons862

are focused in the direction of the far detector, producing a wide-band energy beam863

upon arrival. It allows for the coverage of both oscillation maxima, which leads to864

a better resolution regarding the δCP and matter effect a. Something that is more865

difficult when it is off-axis or directed away from the FD, because the beam will have866

a narrow spectrum.867

868

The neutrino energy spectrum can be predicted by observing the parent particles.869

As we will see in chapter 5, this is exactly the procedure that will be utilized by the870

future LBNF spectrometer. This device will be able to distinguish between muons,871

pions, kaons and protons and give us an overview of their energy distributions. In872

addition, it will be able to give us a relationship between the incoming proton, its873

interaction position and the resulting secondaries. Via this way, the error on the flux874

should be heavily reduced and the experiment should be more accurate.875
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2.4 The proposed designs876

As stated before, there are two designs for the LBNF beamline currently under877

consideration. The one discussed here will serve as an example for the previous878

section. There is no ongoing work with respect to this CDR Reference Design. It879

serves as a bottom line or starting point which resembles Fermilab’s expertise in the880

construction of neutrino facilities.881

882

In the next chapter, an overview of the Optimized engineered design will be883

given. The condition it was in before the work in this thesis was performed is shown884

and the possible improvements will be motivated. The results from that study are885

elaborated on in the chapter after that.886

2.4.1 The CDR Design887

This concept is highly similar to NuMI with a couple of minor adjustments resulting888

from the newly desired neutrino energy due to the new baseline. The CDR is de-889

signed to run with 80 GeV protons at a power of 1.07MW. Located slightly upstream890

of the target is a device called the baffle. This baffle, also made out of graphite,891

protects the horns and other equipment from the beam in case it is missteered. The892

main differences are found in the distances between the horns and the target as893

visualized in figure 2.11.

Figure 2.10: CDR Reference beamline including the target, horns and decay pipe

894

The entire target hall including all beamline elements has been shown here. On the895

far right side of the figure, one sees the structure housing the target indicated by a896
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red arrow. From right to left, the target is followed by two horns (orange arrow).897

The first of the two is considerably smaller than the second one. The last important898

piece is the large red cylindrical structure, which is the decay pipe (green arrow). In899

front of the decay pipe is the decay pipe window.900

901

The target is rectangular and divided into 47 equal segments with a 0.2 mm spacing902

as shown in fig 2.12. The first few fins are equipped with wings, essentially making903

them into 26 mm wide discs. In total the target is 95 cm long, which equates to two904

interaction lengths.

Figure 2.11: Segmented NuMI-style target
905

The increased beam power from 400kW to 1.07MW leads to a larger energy depo-906

sition. Hence, the cross sectional area of the target had to be increased. A more907

spread out deposition leads to a lower temperature globally. As the target is mainly908

water-cooled, this is a necessity to keep the system functioning. The resulting seg-909

ments have a height of 20.73 mm and a width of 10 mm.

Figure 2.12: cross section of the NuMI-style target
910

Figure 2.13 is a cross-sectional view of the target. In addition to the four water lines911

shown, the entire structure is contained in a helium tube or vessel to provide extra912
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heat reduction.913

914

Next up are the horns. The first horn starts 45 cm downstream of the first seg-915

ment to make sure there is enough clearance between the end of the target and its916

neck. There are two horns in total. Both of them produce a magnetic field with the917

use of a 230kA current pulsed through a parabolic shaped inner conductor.918

Figure 2.13: First horn in the CDR reference design[26]

The separation between the upstream faces of the two horns has been decreased919

from 10 m to 6.6 to improve the neutrino flux at energies around the first oscillation920

maximum.

Figure 2.14: Second horn of the CDR reference design[26]

921

The decay pipe is an exact copy of what was used in NuMI. It is 194 m long and 4 m922

in diameter. The pipe is separated from the target chase and filled with helium gas.923

The cooling is done by four air ducts surrounding it, which carry the heat away by924

convection. As these pipes tend to get very expensive with increasing size, elongating925

it does not have a high priority. The decay pipe along with the entire facility is926

heavily shielded by steel and aluminum to protect the surrounding environment927

from the highly radioactive zone that is the target hall.928
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Figure 2.15: Cross section of the decay pipe[27]

This concept was fundamental to a sequence of designs, that were all generated by929

the algorithm described in the next chapter. The beamline as is described in the most930

recent version of the CDR will also be explained and the neutrino flux compared to931

this reference point.932
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3933 LBNF Beamline: Method934

"But ask the animals, and they will teach you,
or the birds of the air, and they will tell you;"

— Job 12:7-10

935

This chapter will contain the description of the software used to simulate the future936

LBNF beamline. It will also mention the implementation of one possible configura-937

tion within this software and its dimensions. In order to make sense of the results,938

we will need to summarize the features of our framework and clarify what has been939

measured. The CDR beamline, along with all other designs, have been implemented940

in Geant4, which is a toolkit for simulation of particles through matter[28]. While941

we will not discuss the exact way of building up all the different geometries in this942

software, we will describe the algorithms that take this program’s output and use it943

to optimize LBNF for DUNE’s physics goals. Before we start discussing the details, it944

is important to have an understanding of the past developments.945

946

As mentioned before the CDR reference design was the benchmark for future optimiza-947

tion cycles. The NuMI style target, the two horns and decay pipe included in this948

design were all subject to the optimization process. The lengths of all three elements949

were inserted into the simulations. For the target, the graphite fin width was also950

tuned. The horns were subject to the largest amount of optimizable parameters.951

The z position along the beam axis, the radii at different positions along the inner952

conductor and the lengths in between these points of set radius were evaluated.953

These last two essentially built up the entire shape of the two horns. Parameters un-954

related to the beamline elements consisted of the proton energy and the horn current.955

956

One of these optimization cycles consists of multiple steps displayed in figure 3.1.957

Initially the base design was fed to an algorithm, that starts looking for the beamline958

providing the highest sensitivity to Charge-Parity violation. This cycle’s best fit959

turned out to be one in which the length of the first horn exceeded the allowed960

parameter space to the point where it was deemed nearly impossible to build. This961

is what sparked the idea of separating this horn into two parts, essentially leading962

to a three horn design. The circular part of the process describes how this design963
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was optimized, constrained and then re-optimized. Each cycle involves countless of964

hours of simulations to ensure it performs as well as possible.

Figure 3.1: The optimization cycle for the LBNF beamline
965

There is one algorithm in particular that drove the cycle described above. This966

is the Genetic Optimization Algorithm, which will be denoted by GOA from now967

on. This method relies on the inheritance of best fit parameters from parents to968

children. A process that has its resemblances to natural selection found in biology.969

The individuals (in our case beamlines) that are best adapted to the environment970

(produce the highest CP-sensitivity) will survive and will be able to pass on their971

genetic code (their parameters). A more detailed description of the GOA can be972

found in section 3.2.1.973

974

This system was used to arrive at the "Optimized Design" in the first optimization975

cycle and at the "Optimized Engineered Design" in the re-optimization procedure976

when the engineering constraints were incorporated. Engineers determine what977

results spit out by the algorithm are feasible in the real world. Their comments978

might bind one parameter to a certain domain and free up another at the same time,979

e.g. the length of the first horn and the position of the second one. If the length980

becomes smaller, the horn can be moved more upstream. Every iteration, therefore,981

reduces the space of free parameters. The result is called the Re-Optimized Design982

983

As an alternative to GOA, we have the Particle Swarm Optimization, abbreviated by984

PSO. Similar to the previous algorithm, it can be coupled to what happens in the985

animal kingdom. More specifically, it relates to the behavior of a swarm or herd of986

animals. Every individual will be traversing a grid of beamline parameters limited987

by certain boundaries and communicate the set that resulted in the best fit to the988
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remainder of the group. In addition, they remember their previously found values.989

When deciding where to go, the individuals will consider both of these strings of990

information. Although PSO has not been incorporated in the search for an optimized991

design, it could provide a quicker method to reach the same conclusions as GOA in992

the future. As this method has not been previously used in the LBNF optimization993

cycle, a more in depth study on this second algorithm has to be performed and will994

be discussed in section 3.2.2 of this chapter.995

996

The methods described here and the results in the next chapter regard the Engi-997

neered Design, which is the optimized design fused with the engineering constraints.998

The job at hand is to re-optimize the design with the parameters that have been999

frozen or have received a new set of boundary conditions to adhere to the engineers’1000

wishes. Before we do so, let us discuss what state the current model is in.1001

3.1 The Engineered Design (Jan 2017)1002

Several optimization cycles after adopting the third horn, it was determined that1003

conical shaped inner conductors produced a higher sensitivity to CP-violation than1004

the parabolic ones. In the previous chapter, the consequences of the conductor1005

shape on the magnetic field properties have been discussed in detail. The target1006

was favored to be four interaction lengths long (2 m) from the initial two (1 m),1007

while still maintaining the NuMI-like look. These changes were implemented prior1008

to January 2017. As the work in this thesis was all performed after this date, the1009

re-optimization procedure described in figure 3.1 is performed on the design shown1010

below.

Figure 3.2: Lay-out optimized three horn design as of Jan 2017 (pre re-optimization)

1011

The hall in which these elements are placed is still the same as the one used for the1012

reference design. The first two horns are relatively close together, where horn B’s1013
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nose is placed 70 cm from the tail of horn A. Horn C is located approximately 15.5 m1014

from the end of horn A. The purpose of positioning the last horn so far downstream1015

is to focus the particles that emanated from the target under a very small angle.1016

These particles build up the high energy tail of the neutrino energy spectrum. The1017

third horn is also placed at a slight angle with respect to the beam axis as opposed1018

to the other two. The distance between the decay pipe (red tube on the far right1019

side) and the tail of horn C is around 24 cm.1020

1021

In Fig 3.3 and 3.4 an enlarged view of the three horns is given. In contrast to1022

the second and third horn, the first one does not have two cone-like sections stuck1023

together. It starts off as a straight tube (43 mm) and around the half way mark, it1024

starts to taper down to its smallest radius (around 33 mm): "the neck" at the end1025

of the horn. In order to focus most of the secondaries, horn A’s inner conductor1026

surrounds the target very closely. Recall that the target has a diameter of 36 mm.

Figure 3.3: Lay-out optimized horn A design as of Jan 2017 (pre re-optimization)

1027

For Horn B and C, the neck is midway through the entire structure. After the neck,1028

it flanges out again to form the second cylinder with a larger diameter. It is also1029

interesting to note that with every consecutive horn, the diameter of the region1030

without a magnetic field grows significantly. The reason is that the well-focused1031

particles coming from the previous horn are not disturbed by the magnetic field1032

of the following horn. The outer conductor of horn A (dark grey) is also smaller1033

than that of the other two (220.5 mm vs 634 mm), which decreases the focusing1034

path length. With a length of 3.932 m, horn B is by far the longest of the three1035

(LA = 2219 mm, LC = 2184 mm). Hence horn B has the largest magnetic volume.1036
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Figure 3.4: Lay-out optimized horn B (left) and C (right) designs as of Jan 2017 (pre
re-optimization)

For an overview of all parameters used in the simulation, the reader is referred to1037

table 3.1. Unless stated otherwise, these are the values that are used to build the1038

beamlines.

Parameter Value

Horn A Radius Cylinder 43 mm
Horn A Radius Neck 33 mm
Horn A Radius Outer Conductor 220.5 mm
Horn A length 2219 mm
Horn B Radius Small Cylinder 159 mm
Horn B Radius Neck 81 mm
Horn B Radius Large Cylinder 225 mm
Horn B Radius Outer Conductor 634 mm
Horn B length 3932 mm
Horn C Radius Small Cylinder 284 mm
Horn C Radius Neck 131 mm
Horn C Radius Large Cylinder 362 mm
Horn C Radius Outer Conductor 634 mm
Horn C length 2184 mm

Current values of optimizable parameters

Proton energy 120 GeV
Horn B starting position 2957 mm
Horn C starting position 17807 mm
Graphite fin width 10 mm
Horn current (series)[13] 293 kA
Beam Sigma (spot size of 1 SD) 1.6 mm

Table 3.1: Parameters belonging to the optimized three horn design [13]
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3.2 Simulation framework1039

The trajectories of the particles emanating from the target, focused by the horns1040

or produced by the decay of parent particles are also simulated within Geant4.1041

This software allows the construction of detector and accelerator elements through1042

built-in shapes and materials. Moreover, it is able to realize complex geometries by1043

combining several structures through unification, subtraction or intersection. The1044

target, horns, decay pipe and absorbing walls were all erected in this fashion. The1045

Optimized design in this environment has been visualized in figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Visualization of the Engineered Design implemented in Geant4 with the use of
HepRApp [29]

1046

Unfortunately, Geant4 does not do as well of a job when producing non-hardware1047

related objects. For instance, the magnetic fields are not generated by running a1048

current through the conductors in Geant4 itself. These had to be coded separately,1049

which leads to the occasional mismatch between horn and field.1050

1051

The hadron production models rely on phenomenology based on data collected1052

over the years and on the High Energy Physics Standard Model, QCD in particular.1053

The interactions in the target and the neutrino interactions in the detector material1054

are prone to large uncertainties. These interactions are not modelled identically in1055

every type of software. Hence, there is a small model dependency when comparing1056

Geant4 to MARS or FLUKA[30][31]. Later on, we will see one of the benefits of1057

using multiple monte-carlo generators. A bug regarding the magnetic field in Geant41058

was detected by comparing the neutrino flux from Geant4 to MARS.1059

1060

Physics list QGSP-BERT was used regarding the hadron production. QGSP is the1061

readily used high energy strong interactions list utilizing the quark-gluon string1062
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model for the baryons, mesons and nuclei. BERT refers to the Bertini Cascade, which1063

involves particles below 10 GeV[32].1064

1065

With the use of so-called macro files, adjustments can be made to the beamline1066

without making changes to the underlying code. One could tune the position of1067

the target by implementing a data card: /LBNE/det/TargetLengthOutsideHorn 0.251068

m into the file. Doing this triggers a certain piece of the code and sets the target1069

position to be 25 cm from the the horn. This method works very well when studying1070

the effect of a single parameter. When looking at the effect of two or more, writing1071

these macro files by hand is a tedious task. It is more convenient to use one of the1072

algorithms mentioned before.1073

1074

With all of these pieces in place, the neutrino flux as a function of energy can1075

be determined in a detector located at a certain position. In all of the discussed data,1076

version v3r5p1 and v3r5p2 of the g4lbnf script were used. Not surprisingly "g4"1077

stands for Geant4 and lbnf for the LBNF beamline. The scripts with the appropriate1078

versions can be git cloned from the repository in Fermilab’s DUNE section and are1079

available at [32]. This work will compare fluxes at the far detector, which is located1080

at 1300km from the target. The data can be saved in text or NTuple files depending1081

on the preferred data processing software.1082

1083

We chose to use ROOT for this analysis. Correspondingly three files are generated;1084

standard histograms, Fast MC (Monte Carlo) and GloBES files[33]. The neutrino1085

fluxes shown in the results section come from the first two, while the CP-violation1086

data is extracted from the latter.1087

3.2.1 Genetic Optimization Algorithm1088

The genetic optimization algorithm was widely used in the development of the LBNF1089

beamline. It starts by taking a set of parameters within specified boundaries. For the1090

optimized design, thirty of them were optimized simultaneously. These thirty include1091

the horn and target shapes or sizes, proton momenta, relative distances between the1092

focusing elements, horn current, beam spot size and more. Together, they model the1093

entire beamline. This selection procedure is repeated a total of N times, describing1094

N different sets of beamline parameters and thus N different layouts.1095

1096

Beamline 1 might have a separation between horn B and horn C of 10 meters,1097

while beamline 2 has 15 meters of free space between the two. We chose to run with1098

N = 100, denoted by the chromosomes (1) in figure 3.6.1099

1100

In step 1, these hundred are then constructed in Geant4 and the muon neutrino flux1101
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coming from colliding 50000 protons on each individual target is determined.

Figure 3.6: Visualization of the Genetic Optimization Algorithm

1102

Next, the current is reversed and the same thing is done for the muon antineutri-1103

nos. From these fluxes combined, along with the electron (anti)neutrino spectra, a1104

sensitivity to the full range of CP-violation angles is calculated. Within the DUNE1105

collaboration, this is visualized in a graph with a characteristic M-like shape with1106

zero sensitivity (the legs of the M) to the k ∗π angles as we discussed in the beamline1107

theory chapter. In the next chapter, we will return to this topic and show these1108

sensitivity plots.1109

1110

For optimization purposes, it is more convenient to have a single value attributed to1111

a beamline instead of the above mentioned spectrum. One beamline might be more1112
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or less sensitive for a specific subset of the CP-violating angles than another, but then1113

perform better or worse over the rest of the spectrum. Hence comparing these two1114

beamlines based on the CP-sensitivity spectra alone, would be impossible. The value1115

that will be used is known as the CP-fitness. It is derived by looking at the sensitivity1116

that is reached by 75% of the angles after a certain amount of time[34][35]. The1117

time is most often denoted by kt ∗MW ∗ years, which takes the detector volume1118

and the power of the beam into account. For a beam power of 1.2 MW and a volume1119

of 40 kt, a straightforward division brings us to regular years.1120

1121

Step 2 is composed of picking two chromosomes from the batch and pairing them1122

together, where the ones that were better fit have a higher probability of being1123

picked. If we now compare the genes that lie on a chromosome to the value of the1124

parameters, the analogy with natural selection becomes more obvious. Genes that1125

have a higher chance of survival, due to being more adapted to the environment,1126

are more likely to be passed on to the children. The carriers die less often.1127

1128

From that step onward, the process is dominated by randomness. Children 31129

are generated by inheriting the gene (parameter) from either the mother or father,1130

resulting in a child with the same, but improved, thirty parameters. The last adjust-1131

ments are made in step 4 by implementing a mutation factor to the configurations.1132

The chance to mutate a gene can be selected by hand, usually this does not exceed1133

the 5% mark. Repetition of this procedure leads to 100 children that can be used1134

for the next iteration 5 and are better fit to sensing CP-violation. The end of the1135

sequence is reached when the parents and their children become nearly identical.1136

Figure 3.7: GOA fitness increase with configurations. The colors indicate a single cycle of
100 configurations or chromosomes
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In figure 3.8, the development of the CP fitness for every cycle is shown in different1137

colors. Where the fitness increases heavily during the first few iterations, it grows1138

rather slowly near the end. The sets themselves converge more and more as the1139

cycles continue. One can select the configuration with the highest CP-fitness and1140

look at the parameters included in there. Afterwards, the best configuration can be1141

run through high statistics simulations, i.e. more protons on target and more files.1142

3.2.2 SWARM Algorithm1143

Similarly to GOA, SWARM begins by selecting those parameters that are to be opti-1144

mized, followed by constraining them physically and in terms of the values they can1145

assume. As an example; setups in which two horns are placed on top of each other1146

should be excluded (physical constraint) and the cross section of the target has to1147

be at least three beam sigma thick and tall (dimensional constraint). After doing1148

so, a set of 100 different beamlines is generated by picking a point in parameter1149

space (1). One should imagine this as a P dimensional space, P being the amount of1150

optimizable parameters, in which every point represents a distinct collection of P1151

parameters that builds up a beamline.1152

1153

What the algorithm describes is the movement of these individuals in this P di-1154

mensional space. The very first iteration does not involve any motion. It simply1155

calculates the CP-fitness at every initial position much like the GOA algorithm. These1156

values are then compared and the maximum is communicated to the entire swarm.1157

We call this the global maximum (2). It is represented by G in the second term in1158

equation 3.1. xi(j) is the position of particle i in swarm iteration j. The idea here is1159

that everyone is directed towards the best fit beamline by subtracting the current1160

position from that of the maximum. The other factors that make up the second term1161

in this equation are ρ2i and α2. The first one is a random number between 0 and 1 to1162

cover the space between the two points. Finally α2 is an acceleration factor between1163

1 and 2. Unless otherwise indicated, both acceleration factors are set to be 1 [36].1164

The motion vi(j) is fully determined by the global maximum. Essentially this motion1165

or "velocity" represents the change in position per unit time or per cycle. However1166

as these cycles always have equal length in terms of time, vi(j) and vi(j + 1) are1167

interpreted more accurately by a change in position. P is the particle’s personal best,1168

which indicates the configuration with the highest sensitivity in any of the previous1169

iterations. This one becomes more important with increasing configurations. Finally,1170

φj is an inertia factor, which resembles the particle’s desire to change from its current1171

position. These variables will be discussed in more detail in the explanation of the1172

following iteration.1173

vi(j + 1) = α1[ρ1i(Pi − xi(j))] + α2[ρ2i(G− xi(j))] + φ(j)vi(j) (3.1)
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After running another cycle of the algorithm, the other two factors start influencing1174

the direction and velocity as well.

Figure 3.8: Visualization of the Particle Swarm Algorithm

1175

In order to generate the beamlines for the third iteration, we seek the help of1176

equation 3.1 once again. Firstly, the global maximum is redetermined with the new1177

CP-fitness results and the influence evaluated as discussed before. The velocity term1178

on the right-hand side is constructed from the particle’s previous motion. If the1179

first position had a CP-fitness of 1.5 and the second one had a value of 1.62, then1180

Pi represents all parameters belonging to the latter. We name this the personal1181

maximum 3 and it is incorporated into the algorithm in the same way as G. The1182

final contribution comes from the previous movement multiplied by an inertia factor1183

(4) φj , which assumes values between 0.4 and 1.4. These three influences combined1184

result in a swarm or herd that comes closer to the highest possible sensitivity with1185

every cycle 5. A summary can be found in figure 3.8.1186
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3.3 Comparison of the two algorithms1187

Now that the two ways of optimizing the beamline have been discussed, it is time1188

to look at the difference in their performance with respect to a set of parameters.1189

These are summarized in column one of table 3.2, as well as the boundaries and1190

physical constraints.

Optimizable parameters Boundaries Constraints

Proton energy [60 - 120 GeV] (lower E→ more POT/y)

Horn B starting position [2 - 15 m] Between Horn A and C

Horn C starting position [4 - 19 m] After Horn A and B

Graphite fin width [9 - 15 mm]

Horn current [200 - 300 kA]

Beam Sigma [1.6 - 2.7 mm] Target ≈ 3x σb

Annular beam radius [1 - 10 mm] (In Annular beam mode)

Table 3.2: Beamline parameters

1191

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, the standard operational beam is of1192

Gaussian shape. To see if there is any improvement possible on this front, the idea1193

of an annular beam was proposed. In this mode, the beam is focused in a ring-like1194

structure rather than a disc. Hence the intensity is distributed differently as shown in1195

figure 3.9. The optimization also includes a new parameter called the annular beam1196

radius, which describes the thickness of the ring. The annulus does not have any1197

intensity close to the beam axis. This causes the energy deposition to be more widely1198

spread than in the case of a Gaussian beam and in addition the induced stresses near1199

the center of the beam are much lower[37]. These characteristics are clearly highly1200

beneficial for engineering aspects. The physics impact is not equally obvious and1201

had to be investigated for that reason.1202

Unless otherwise stated, all of the optimization work was performed using the1203

Gaussian beam mode with a beam sigma of 1.6 mm. The comparisons between1204

the algorithms have been done in both beam modes and are shown in the results1205

that follow this chapter. For the rest of the results, these algorithms were not used1206

directly as the results were based on studies that involved the adjustment of just a1207

single parameter rather than multiple at a time. This means that these beamlines1208

are constructed by using the current design as a template and manually picking the1209

value of this single parameter. The same philosophy goes for the replacement of1210

one entire component. It is not necessary to run the algorithm with multiple free1211
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Figure 3.9: Gaussian beam profile (left) and annular beam profile(right)

parameters as the goal is to understand the influence of this single element on the1212

resulting neutrino flux.1213

3.4 Single parameter optimization: Target position1214

With the eye on improving the CP-sensitivity, the position of the target was considered.1215

The neutrino flux should be affected by the distance from the target to the horn due1216

to the fact that particles with different energies will be entering the horn. The flux1217

was studied for target positions ranging from 25 cm upstream to 25 cm downstream1218

of its initial point in increments of 5 cm. The direction of these movements can1219

be seen in figure 3.10. One implements these variations by rewriting macro files1220

by hand as described before. The first file contains a change in position of 25 cm1221

upstream, while the second contains a shift of 20 cm upstream.

Figure 3.10: Target position w.r.t. the horn

1222
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3.4.1 Position of Horn C1223

One of the constraints put on the design by the engineers was the position of horn C.1224

The space between the last horn and the entrance to the decay pipe was too small to1225

put any monitoring equipment. Initially the length of the gap was approximately1226

24 centimeters. The more room that could be freed up, the easier it would be to1227

insert and remove the tools in the future. Similarly to moving the target, moving1228

one of the focusing elements affects the mesons that go through the volume. Horn C1229

was moved upstream in steps of 30 cm up to a total of 90 cm to see which of these1230

positions would have the least effect on the flux and the corresponding sensitivity.1231

This is visualized in figure 3.11.1232

Figure 3.11: Horn C position

3.4.2 Magnetic field of Horn A1233

The third study of this type found its origin in the discrepancy of neutrino flux1234

predictions between MARS and Geant4. After careful consideration, the magnetic1235

field in horn A was discovered to be improperly designed. It extended beyond the1236

inner wall of the inner conductor towards the beam axis; a zone where the magnetic1237

field is expected to be absent. As the field covers more space than it is supposed1238

to do, it will start affecting a larger portion of the secondary particles than initially1239

predicted. The effect on the flux before and after the fix will be shown in the next1240

chapter.1241

1242

This concludes the section in which only a single value was adjusted a couple1243

of times. We will now continue to replacing or removing entire elements from the1244

design.1245
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3.5 Target Designs1246

The target is the only piece of the beamline that is still modeled in NuMI fashion. For1247

the 1.2MW initial program, the expectations were that the elongated NuMI target1248

would suffice. However with future plans of upgrading the beam power to 2.4MW,1249

doubt surrounding the target’s viability started to arise as it was not designed to1250

handle that amount of power. Aside from not having an accurate 2.4MW program1251

for this design, the following can be said:1252

1. The fin geometry limits the spot size1253

• The beam arrives in the target hall in one of two shapes described above.1254

Both are circular. Due the rectangular shape of the NuMI-style target (101255

mm by ≈ 20mm), a small portion of the beam might be wasted on the1256

edges. Hence the spot size is limited by the geometry of the fins. In the1257

case of a cylindrical target, losses would be minimized as it has the same1258

dimensions in all directions. Moreover, a post-mortem observation of the1259

operational target showed that some of the fins were cracked after being1260

irradiated by the 1.2MW of beam power[38]. This suggests that it is not1261

going to withstand the eventual increase in beam power.1262

2. Beam induced cyclic stresses1263

• At high beam power (especially at 2.4MW), the jump in temperature due1264

to the pulsed beam operation results in cyclic stresses1265

3. The cooling system consists of both helium and water cooling lines1266

• As discussed in the theoretical background, pure helium cooling would1267

allow for operating the graphite at a higher temperature and thereby1268

reducing the induced radiation damage. Therefore such a system would1269

be preferred. In addition, containing helium is easier than water. There1270

have been cracks in the NuMI water lines in the past, which allowed for1271

the water to leak out. Another advantage of solely using helium is that1272

water absorbs some of the useful pions.1273

The most natural solution that can be distilled from the above-mentioned points1274

of critique is a purely helium cooled target that has a circular cross section in the1275

direction of the beam. This means either an array of consecutive spheres or a1276

segmented cylindrical target. With this in mind, a team at the Rutherford Appleton1277

Laboratory proposed several concepts. Three of them are listed below and all of1278
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them adhere to the requirements. The use of helium containment vessels made of1279

grade five titanium, which consists of 90% Ti, 6% Al and 4% V, returns in every1280

design [39].1281

Option A: Target with horn contained helium flow1282

As the name suggests, this design uses the inner conductor of the first horn as1283

containment tube for the helium coolant (figure 3.12). By not having a separate1284

flow circuit, a larger amount gas can be inserted resulting in more convection and1285

lower pressure drops. It starts by cooling the window through which the protons1286

enter the target chase.1287

1288

Figure 3.12: Option A: Horn contained helium flow

1289

It then continues through the outer layer of the tube to reach the downstream win-1290

dow. This window also serves as a support structure in which the end of the target1291

tube is docked. This mechanism promotes the helium to spread out radially before1292

coming back with a relative low velocity. This can be seen in figure 3.13. Hence the1293

lower pressure drop. Swapping one of the targets out is a potential problem as it1294

is difficult to seal the circuit reliably. After cooling the window, the gas flows back1295

upstream through the structure’s inner section close to the graphite. As more energy1296

is deposited towards the end, it makes sense that the gas reaches this point when it1297

is coldest. By using the inner bore of the horn instead of extra material (titanium),1298

the loss of low energy particles that would pass through the conductor shrinks. Yet,1299

the inclusion of this downstream window reduces some of the pion and kaon fluxes1300

in the very forward direction.1301
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Figure 3.13: Option A: Helium flow pattern

Option B: Self-contained double target1302

The words "double" and "self-contained" refer to two one meter long graphite rods1303

contained in separate cooling circuits indicated by the red(hot) and blue(cold) col-1304

ored pipes near the begin and the end of the structure as shown in figure 3.14. It1305

can also be seen that the vessels are decoupled from the horn’s inner surface and1306

can be removed in their entirety. The flow pattern is similar to option A if we replace1307

the inner bore by the outer containment vessel marked in green. Thus the helium1308

cools the upstream window first, then the outer containment tube, the window1309

separating the two targets and finally the target itself upon returning to the start1310

of the circuit through the target tube. The difference between the targets lies not1311

within the cooling, but within the support structure. It is true that both of them1312

are short enough to be cantilevered, yet the downstream one comes with a support1313

window that houses part of the coolant.1314

1315

The engineering work done here looks a lot like the effort at the T2K experiment and1316

may therefore present a lower risk in the sense of constructing it[40]. Introducing a1317

substantial amount of extra material in between the targets and by implementing1318

the downstream support, however, is less advantageous as it absorbs more of the1319

pions and kaons produced in the graphite.1320

Option C: Self-contained "long" target1321

The third and final concept consists of a 2.2 m long graphite cylinder, which is1322

completely contained within its own vessel. This is essentially an elongated version1323

of Option B. This vessel is long enough (> 2.2 m) to extend beyond the end of the1324
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Figure 3.14: Option B: two self-contained 1 m long targets

horn, making it easier to support. The flow path is identical to the double target,1325

where the cold helium flows all the way to the end of the tube first and then back1326

through the target container. See figure 3.15 for an overview of option C.

Figure 3.15: Option C: self-contained 2.2 m long target

1327

In contrast to A, it does not cool the downstream surface of the horn. This means that1328

the pressure drop, which was avoided by pushing the helium radially outwards at1329

one end, is of larger magnitude. By the same reasoning as for B, the self-containment1330

tube implemented here increases the material between target and the magnetic1331

volume. Depending on the downstream support structure designed for this target,1332

the absence of the window material might still result in better physics results than1333

the other concepts as it promotes the forward boosted particles.1334

1335

The benefits and drawbacks of the three designs are summarized in table 3.3.1336

Because the idea of sealing the helium with the horn’s inner conductor in option1337

A and the alignment challenges in option B were considered to be too difficult to1338

overcome, the effort was concentrated around the physics results coming from the1339
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Option Advantages Drawbacks

A; 2 m graphite rod Low coolant pressure drop Requires helium seals with the horn

contained in horn’s Single circuit cools target and support Helium containment coupled to horn

inner bore Tapered tube due to horn shape

B; Two 1 m graphite rods Helium loop uncoupled from horn More dead material at downstream end

enclosed in own Easier to manufacture shorter targets Additional alignment challenges

containment tube Two separate coolant circuits

C; 2.2 m self-contained Helium loop uncoupled from horn Highest pressure drop

graphite target Simple downstream support Two separate coolant circuits

Tapered tube due to horn shape

Table 3.3: Benefits and drawbacks for the different target options [41]

2.2 meter long self-contained graphite target. This is also known as the "Rutherford1340

Long Target Concept".1341

3.5.1 Downstream support for option C1342

Due to its length and consequently its weight, a cantilever system without a support1343

structure at the end of the containment tube is impossible. As C initially came1344

without a concept for the downstream support, the studies were conducted by1345

simulating the cylindrical target, the containment tubes and the helium gas only.1346

The dimensions and structure can be seen in figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16: Mechanical drawing of option C, indicating the temperature of the helium flow
with blue (cold) and red (hot) arrows
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The implementation of this target in Geant4 came with a couple of simplifications1347

based on our concern about the neutrino flux. Any material that has no influence1348

on this flux is therefore removed. This included everything upstream of the target1349

and not in the beam path. This has been indicated by the dashed green boxes in the1350

drawing.

Figure 3.17: Neutrino flux comparison for NuMI (black) target and RAL option C without
any form of DS support(red)

1351

A comparison of the flux coming from the NuMI target and the RAL target is shown1352

in figure 3.17. It shows an increase around the focusing peak, which is so substantial1353

that the RAL concept might still perform better than the NuMI target, even with the1354

implementation of the extra mass associated with the support. After confirming that1355

there were significant flux improvements possible with this new target, three ideas1356

for the DS support subsequently arose. It came in three different forms, which are1357

discussed below.1358

Option C1: Un-cooled downstream support1359

The first design, shown in figure 3.18, consists of a small tapered hub, held in place1360

by six 2 mm spokes attached to a rim that is connected to the horn’s outer conductor.1361

The design relies on the hub to keep the helium vessel mechanically in place. As1362

the name suggests, the spider support does not have a separate cooling system.1363

Therefore the size of the hub and spokes are slimmed down heavily to minimize1364

heating by the beam. The absence of a second cooling system would highly simplify1365

the manufacturing. However if it is thermally possible to keep the structure at a1366
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Figure 3.18: The uncooled downstream support (turquoise) and the target containment
tube (yellow)

reasonable temperature remains a question. It has been proven that the temperature1367

in the spokes can be controlled, because they are subject to such little heat load.1368

By changing the shape or diameter, the surface to volume ratio can be improved1369

and cooling can be accelerated. Larger surfaces allow for more convection cooling.1370

The hub, however, has a much larger surface area and is closer to the beam. It is1371

impossible to cool it through convection only. Without the assistance of helium,1372

conduction from the hub to the vessel might solve this problem. It turns out that1373

this greatly depends on the distance between the two. If a proper thermal link can1374

be established, conduction and convection combined could serve as sufficient heat1375

transfer mechanisms. If not, the support will have to be cooled actively.1376

Option C2: Actively cooled downstream support1377

This design is identical to Option C1 in terms of the mechanical structure, except1378

for the addition of the internal flow paths to the spokes and the hub. The helium1379

flows in through the blue pipes and comes out through the red ones, indicated in1380

figure 3.19. To contain the helium, the diameter of the spokes has been increased1381

from 2 mm to 6 mm (4 mm inner diameter) and the hub has been made thicker as1382

well. The larger volume does result in a higher heat load, but this is quickly resolved1383

by the active cooling system. This holds even without the assumption of convection1384

or conduction discussed previously. Hence it is a very viable option. The drawback1385

with this model compared to the un-cooled one stems from the returning problem of1386
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Figure 3.19: The actively cooled DS support

inserting extra mass in the beam’s path. The impact it has on the physics results has1387

been studied intensively and can be found in the chapter on the results.1388

Option C3: No downstream support1389

Similar to the support structure of option B (double target), shortening the target to1390

around 1.5 meters would allow for it to be cantilevered. This is shown in figure 3.20.1391

The concept is fairly simple to understand and so are its benefits. The containment1392

vessels are easier to manufacture. The pressure drop is lower as the flow path is1393

shorter. If it is shorter, it is also easier to replace and will have to endure a lower1394

overall heat load.

Figure 3.20: The short target concept without DS support
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1395

The drawback lies in going from four interaction lengths (>2m) to three, which1396

might lead to flux reduction. This trade-off was worth investigating and the results1397

will be presented in the next chapter.1398

3.6 Staging configurations1399

The final piece of the study has nothing to do with optimizing the beamline in1400

any way. Staging configurations most often have cost-reduction purposes. Staging1401

implies utilizing part of the final setup to start doing the experiment at an earlier1402

stage than would be allowed due to monetary or physical constraints. Being able to1403

spread out construction work or expenses over a longer amount of time reduces the1404

instantaneous cost of the project and could therefore be a valid non-physics reason1405

to begin taking data before completing the beamline.1406

1407

Obviously, the physics goals should not be harmed in the long run. Therefore1408

it is important that the effect of having only two or even one of the three horns is1409

evaluated. As horn A serves as a mount for the target and has the biggest influence1410

on the flux due to their relative distance, it shows up in every staging concept. The1411

examined setups are:1412

1. Horn A1413

2. Horn A and B1414

3. Horn A and C1415

As a sanity check, the study included the three horn optimized engineered design1416

that these are parts of, and the CDR reference design as it also is a two-horn model.1417

1418

If it turns out that a flux comparable to that of the CDR is attainable with only1419

two of the three horns, the idea of staging would be validated.1420

1421

Studying this is the straightforward task of removing one of the horns from the1422

simulation. Yet the simplicity of the calculation does not imply that the results are to1423

be disregarded. They can therefore be found at the end of chapter 4.1424
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41425 LBNF Beamline: Results1426

The results on optimizing the beamline of the Long Baseline Neutrino Facility will1427

be discussed in this chapter. The goal is to show what improvements can be made1428

to the Engineered design in order for it to produce a higher sensitivity to charge-1429

parity violation. This ultimately leads to better physics results for the future DUNE1430

experiment and in some cases a significant shorter operation time to reach these1431

results. The advice that was given based on this data will be elaborated on in the1432

discussion. Keep in mind that all the data is purely from neutrino mode only.1433

1434

For every separate optimization, the effect on the CP sensitivity of the different option1435

will be shown. The values are based on a detector exposure of 350 kt ∗MW ∗ years.1436

As the sensitivity is determined from the muon neutrino, muon antineutrino, electron1437

neutrino and electron antineutrino fluxes, these will be mentioned where necessary.1438

Moreover, these wrong-sign particle fluxes are also shown, because the effects of1439

adjusting elements in the beamline are more easily understood by studying the fluxes1440

than by studying the sensitivity. If they are both inconclusive, we turn to the CP1441

fitness as mentioned before.1442

1443

The following sections are arranged in the same order as the studies were in-1444

troduced.1445

4.1 Algorithm comparison1446

In figure 4.1 and 4.2, the performance of the genetic optimization algorithm (GOA)1447

and the SWARM algorithm can be seen respectively. Figure 4.1 is similar to figure1448

3.7 as it was produced by the same optimization method. It is, however, not the1449

same figure. The algorithm’s performance is rated based on the fitness value that is1450

given to a certain beamline or configuration. The colours indicate the data points1451

belonging to a single cycle. In this case one cycle contains fifty new beamlines (fifty1452

data points), generated by manipulation of the previous results. The first set of1453

beamlines is created in a similar way for both optimizations. Hence the distribution1454

of CP fitness values associated with them looks alike. After this initial step, the1455

difference between the algorithms becomes more apparent.1456

57



Figure 4.1: The evolution of the CP fitness with increasing configurations for the genetic
optimization algorithm

Figure 4.2: The evolution of the CP fitness with increasing configurations for the SWARM
algorithm

SWARM already reaches a 1.9 fitness value within the second cycle. Furthermore,1457

we see that with the exception of a few outliers (5 in total), the spread of its data1458

points is narrower. GOA ranges from 1.65 to 1.85 in the second cycle, while SWARM1459

goes from 1.75 to 1.9. This behavior can be seen in the following configurations1460
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as well. GOA is increasing in average fitness with every set, reaching a maximum1461

of 1.936 in configuration #1254. SWARM reaches its maximum CP fitness value1462

of 1.9213 earlier on at configuration #1076 and stays around the same average1463

throughout the 1300 configurations or 26 cycles after the initial one. The parameters1464

belonging to the beamlines generated by both algorithms are listed in table 4.1.

Parameters GOA SWARM

Proton energy 100.39 GeV 49.16 GeV
Horn B starting position 5348.12 mm 3682.59 mm
Horn C starting position 16672.99 mm 13758.29 mm
Graphite fin width 14.447 mm 14.8179 mm
Horn current (series)[13] 299.8 kA 229.38 kA
Beam Sigma (spot size of 1 SD) 1.6307 mm 2.2804 mm
Table 4.1: Parameters coming from the algorithm comparison belonging to the optimized

three horn design

1465
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4.2 Target position1466

The way the position of the target influences the muon neutrino flux can be seen1467

in figure 4.3. The colors indicate the different positions as indicated by the legend.1468

These are eleven separate positions displayed in one figure. The ratio has been plot-1469

ted here as the lines would otherwise overlap completely and it would be impossible1470

to resolve the effect. This original position is denoted by "Current Opt. Eng. Design".1471

In addition, the first and second oscillation peaks are indicated by the blue arrows1472

on the x-axis to show the most important regions of improvement.

Figure 4.3: The effect of the target’s position on the neutrino flux

1473

What immediately strikes the eye is the clear connection between moving the target1474

more upstream and the increase in neutrino flux for energies above 3.2 GeV. The1475

more the target is moved away from Horn A, the better the flux in this region be-1476

comes. An identically clear relationship can be found for the downstream positions.1477

As the target extends further into the horn, the flux in this range becomes relatively1478

smaller.1479

1480

Exactly the opposite holds for the energies between 0 and 3.2 GeV. Although the1481

effect is smaller (due to the absolute neutrino flux being a lot higher), the general1482

tendency is still visible. More downstream equates to higher neutrino flux in this1483

region, while more upstream corresponds to lower flux.1484
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Figure 4.4: The effect of the target’s position on the charge parity violation

In figure 4.4, we see that the typical "mc-donalds" plot is not sufficient to base a1485

conclusion on with respect to the optimal target position. Hence in this case, we1486

would have to use the CP fitness as shown in figure 4.4. The horizontal dashed1487

lines serve as guides for the eye. Green is the version of the engineered design as1488

described in section 3.1. The red one intersects with the point that would provide1489

the largest improvement w.r.t. this current design, located at upstream 5 cm. Note1490

that the scale on the y-axis goes from 1.8 to 2 CP fitness rather than from 0 to 2,1491

indicating that optimization is possible but limited!

Figure 4.5: The effect of the target’s position on the CP-sensitivity for 75% of the angles. D
is downstream, i.e. into the horn. U is upstream, i.e. away from the horn.
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4.3 Horn C position1492

In figure 4.6, the position of the third horn has been used as the parameter to1493

optimize. As can be seen from the figure, the relative changes to the neutrino flux1494

are generally very small. Hence the absolute flux figure has been omitted from this1495

study as it would lead to an overlap of all four lines.

Figure 4.6: The effect of third horn’s position on the neutrino flux

1496

If we start moving horn C upstream, we can see a pattern that looks similar to the1497

one for the target. In the lower energy range from 0 to 3 GeV, the neutrino flux1498

increases as a result of the new positions. It turns out that the closer horn C is to1499

horn B, the bigger the flux becomes in this region. The difference is very small, two1500

percent at most.1501

1502

The opposite is true for the range between 3 and 6 GeV. Here the loss becomes1503

greater by moving the horn more upstream and peaks at around eight percent1504

around 5 GeV. As the position of horn C does not affect the neutrino flux in a major1505

way, it would be logical if the CP sensitivity would not show any significant changes1506

either. Fortunately from figure 4.7 we see that this is indeed the case.1507

1508

All graphs overlap almost completely. Hence we will have to translate this to a1509
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Figure 4.7: The effect of the horn’s position on the CP sensitivity covering all angles

CP fitness value. This can be seen in figure 4.8, where U in the legend indicates1510

upstream. By studying this figure, we realize that all four values lie very close1511

together around 1.92. The statement that was made for the position of the target1512

holds in this case as well. Due to the highly optimized configuration of the beamline,1513

minor changes will not affect the sensitivity in a major way.1514

Figure 4.8: The effect of the position of horn C in the target hall on the CP-sensitivity for
75% of the angles. U is upstream, i.e. towards horn B.
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4.4 Magnetic field1515

In figure 4.9, the neutrino flux for different magnetic field settings in horn A is1516

shown. As stated in the method section, a correction was made to the magnetic field1517

of horn A. As it stood, it extended beyond the boundaries of the conductor to the1518

region where the field should be zero. Before and after indicate the moments in the1519

development of the code where the field inside this region was present and absent1520

respectively.1521

1522

We see that the effect is larger in the falling edge of the focusing peak around1523

4 to 6 GeV. The influence on the lower energy particles is seemingly irrelevant. As1524

this impact does not lie within the first two focusing peaks, we expect the fix to have1525

no effect on the sensitivity. carried on into the CP sensitivity, it is not shown here.

Figure 4.9: The muon neutrino flux for the magnetic field before and after the fix

1526
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4.5 RAL-targets1527

For the target alternatives coming from the Rutherford group, we consider the long1528

and the short target concepts with and without downstream support respectively.1529

In figure 4.10, the muon neutrino flux has been plotted for these two cases and the1530

optimized engineered design with the old target configuration (NuMI). Although1531

both cylindrical target design alternatives seem to produce higher neutrino flux in1532

the region of interest, the shorter one ensures the largest increase with respect to1533

the rectangular target.

Figure 4.10: The muon neutrino flux for the different target options proposed by the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

1534

As these two new target options are significantly different from the original one1535

in both length and size, it is important to study the wrong-sign particle fluxes as1536

well. In figure 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 the muon antineutrino, electron neutrino and1537

antineutrino fluxes can be seen.1538

1539

The electron neutrino and electron antineutrino fluxes are respectively two and1540

three orders of magnitude lower than the muon neutrino flux. In both of these1541

cases, there is no clear difference between the old and new target concepts. This1542

is particularly true for the electron neutrino flux. For the antineutrino, we see that1543

the short target delivers a somewhat higher flux towards the end of the spectrum1544

around 4 to 7 GeV.1545
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Figure 4.11: The electron neutrino flux for the different target options proposed by the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

Figure 4.12: The electron antineutrino flux for the different target options proposed by the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

However, for the muon antineutrino flux in figure 4.13, a pattern can be recognized1546

after the dip at 0.5 GeV. From 1.2 GeV onwards, the short version of 1.5 m seems to1547

be producing a higher flux all the way up to 7.5 GeV. The long 2.2 m design behaves1548

exactly opposite in this region. The muon antineutrino flux is only one magnitude1549

lower than that of the muon neutrino flux.1550
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Figure 4.13: The muon antineutrino flux for the different target options proposed by the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

1551

The CP-sensitivity can then be determined from the results on these four chan-1552

nels. As the effects of the new targets on the fluxes are now more apparent than1553

they were with the previous optimizations, we expect to see a larger improvement1554

in sensitivity.1555

Figure 4.14: The sensitivity to charge-parity violation for the different target options pro-
posed by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
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In figure 4.14, it can be seen that this is indeed the case. On the top of both peaks,1556

we see an increase of at least 0.1 σ for δCP ranging from −0.7 to −0.3 and 0.4 to1557

0.75. For the longer target, the sensitivity improves as much as 0.2 for some angles1558

especially in the first peak. By calculating the fitness value, the performance of the1559

targets can be further evaluated. From figure 4.15, the improvement in CP fitness
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Figure 4.15: The sensitivity to charge-parity violation for the different target options pro-
posed by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

1560

can be derived. We see that both alternatives can be regarded as upgrades when we1561

compare them to the optimized engineered design. The long target concept provides1562

a gain of 0.06 in fitness value, while the shorter design is accompanied by a rise of1563

0.02. Clearly, the consequence of the muon (anti)neutrino flux differences that we1564

have seen before.1565
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4.6 Staging configurations1566

The staging configurations discussed in this section are based on the Optimized1567

Engineered Design as described in Chapter 3 with the implementation of the best1568

upgrades following from the previous results. These include the displacement of1569

horn C by 30 cm upstream, the magnetic field fix and the installation of the Ruther-1570

ford "Long" target concept. Hence RAL is mentioned in every legend entry, except1571

for the CDR reference design. The CDR is the design described in chapter 2. In1572

figure 4.16, the muon neutrino flux coming from the removal of one or more of the1573

focusing horns is viewed.

Figure 4.16: The muon neutrino flux for the different staging designs based on the Opti-
mized Engineered Design that incorporates the Rutherford target

1574

Two straightforward, but important, observations can be made. The three horn de-1575

sign produces the best flux in the desired energy region on top of the two oscillation1576

maxima, while the one with just horn A provides the worst flux. The other three1577

staging concepts lie in between these two in terms of performance. By comparing1578

the pink (Horn A & C) and blue (Horn A& B) graphs, the way the distinct horns1579

affect the charges particles becomes more clear.1580

1581

Moreover, note that by removing horn B from the setup, the loss is especially1582

apparent around the leading edge of the focusing peak in the lower energy range1583

from 0-2 GeV. The elimination of horn C leads to a decrease in the flux in the falling1584
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edge of the focusing peak, which corresponds to the higher energy range 2.5-4 GeV.1585

Figure 4.17: The sensitivity to charge-parity violation for the different staging designs based
on the Optimized Engineered Design that incorporates the Rutherford target

1586
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Figure 4.18: The 75% CP sensitivity to charge-parity violation for the different staging
designs based on the Optimized Engineered Design that incorporates the
Rutherford target
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The flux generated by Horn A & B and Horn A & C is substantially higher in the1587

oscillation region than the CDR reference design. At the same time, they are per-1588

forming worse than the reference design if we look at the neutrinos with energies1589

above the 3.5 GeV mark. To judge if any of these designs would serve as a proper1590

staging scenario, the CP sensitivity has to be studied. This is done in figure 4.17.1591

1592

Similarly to the flux comparison, we see that the two-horn designs correspond1593

to CP sensitivities that lie within the area bound by Horn A & the Optimized engi-1594

neered design. The combination of Horn A & C (pink) is most comparable to the1595

CDR reference design (black). To quantify the difference in sensitivity, we turn to1596

the fitness yet again. It should come as no surprise that the CP fitnesses of the three1597

two-horn designs lie within a few percent of each other, because this was already1598

indicated by figure 4.18. Horn A & C has a fitness value of 1.68, Horn A & B of 1.661599

and the CDR of 1.69.1600
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51601 LBNF Spectrometer: Theoretical
Background

1602

It was mentioned before that the reduction of the systematic uncertainties in the1603

neutrino flux spectra is of great importance to the oscillation physics measurements.1604

However, the reason was never quantified. In figure 5.1, the effect of the signal1605

normalization uncertainty on the sensitivity of the experiment is shown. The "50%1606

CP violation Sensitivity" mentioned in the title of this figure indicates that the1607

sensitivities shown here can be reached for half of the total amount of δCP values.1608

The horizontal red line indicates the exposure necessary to reach a 5 sigma sensitivity1609

for three different levels of uncertainty. The time to reach this significance nearly1610

doubles if the error increases from 5%
⊕

1% to 5%
⊕

3%.1611

Figure 5.1: The evolution of the sensitivity to 50% of the CP violation angles as a function
of exposure for different degrees of signal normalization uncertainties (1, 2 or
3%) in case of the optimized (Jan 2017) and reference beamline design [13].
The sensitivities displayed here assume an unknown neutrino mass hierarchy
and θ23 octant. The values for the mixing angles θ13 and θ23 are the most recent
as published by the Particle Data Group [42].

The error has been separated into parts based on their respective origin. They will1612

be referred to as the first and second uncertainty. The recurring first uncertainty1613
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of 5% stems from the normalization on the far detector’s νµ sample. The second1614

uncertainty is an error on the FD νe data, which is uncorrelated to the νµ sample.1615

Clearly, both of these depend on the muon neutrino flux in a direct or indirect fashion.1616

The first is directly affected through the νµ and νe correlation [13]. The latter is1617

affected indirectly as the flux and cross section uncertainties are intertwined. The1618

reduction of the uncertainty on the muon neutrino flux would therefore influence1619

both components and drive down the total error and consequently the exposure1620

time. The goal for DUNE is to have a total error of 4%. Before we suggest a method1621

to do this, we have to understand what caused the flux uncertainties in the first1622

place. The error on the neutrino flux originates from two distinct sources:1623

• Hadron production:1624

This is the direct consequence of the uncertainties in the Geant4 hadron models1625

for pion and kaon production in the target and other beamline elements1626

• Focusing effects:1627

These are mainly caused by the misalignment of the target, horns and other1628

equipment. Also included are the uncertainty on the horn current and on the1629

density of the target, as well as on the number of protons that hit the target.1630

Figure 5.2: The uncertainties on the muon neutrino flux for the CDR reference design (left)
and the Optimized Engineered Design (Jan 2017, right) [43].

In figure 5.2, the contributions from these two categories to the total flux uncertainty1631

are shown for the CDR Reference design and the Optimized Engineered Design as1632

of January 2017 prior to the work described in this thesis. The total uncertainty is1633

highly dominated by the hadron production, especially around the oscillation peaks1634

(2-4 GeV). The focusing starts to contribute around the falling edge of the flux peak1635

(4-8 GeV) in both designs.1636

1637

As stated before, the DUNE experiment makes use of the ratio for the near to1638
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far detector spectra. By studying this for the optimized and CDR reference designs,1639

we see that the uncertainty in the ratio is an order of magnitude lower than in the1640

absolute fluxes on their own. Figure 5.3 shows these uncertainties for both designs.1641

The data here depends significantly on bin-to-bin correlations of hadron production1642

data, which are estimates to agree with previous experiments like MINERvA. How-1643

ever they may not be conservative enough as implied by the anomalous peak at 81644

GeV.1645

Figure 5.3: The uncertainties on the neutrino flux ratios for near to far spectra. CDR refer-
ence design (left) and the Optimized Engineered Design (Jan 2017, right)[43]

Although this decrease is significant, the error still depends greatly on how well1646

the near detector spectrum can be extrapolated to represent that of the far detector1647

without oscillations. The success of the extrapolation is governed by two key ele-1648

ments. Firstly, there is the level of similarity between the detectors. These could1649

potentially be designed to be identical, yet the flux they receive is not identical. In1650

addition the way the detectors measure the neutrinos is not a function of flux alone.1651

There is always a product of flux and cross section appearing in the neutrino number,1652

indicated by eqn. 2.21 and 2.22 in the beamline theory. As the neutrino number is1653

the measured quantity, it is impossible to resolve any of these two quantities nor1654

their uncertainties separately by just using a near and far detector.1655

1656

Moreover, DUNE’s overall performance is also based on to what extent the physical1657

beamline resembles the simplified simulated one. Having a secondary machine next1658

to the near and far detector system to verify the simulations would help improve this1659

relationship. A spectrometer would serve both of these purposes simultaneously.1660

5.1 Spectrometer elements1661

This device is capable of measuring the flux to a high degree of precision by study-1662

ing the muons, pions and kaons that eventually decay into neutrinos. Because1663

the relationship between the parents’ energy and the neutrino daughter is well-1664
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understood by means of eqn 2.18, it is possible to use the spectrometer before the1665

secondaries enter the decay pipe to make a statement about the neutrinos that exit it.1666

1667

In order to facilitate such a high precision measurement, the hadrons and the1668

muons would have to be identified as well as the momentum and the position of1669

each of these particles. This can be translated to the rest mass, the boost cycle and1670

the angle w.r.t. the beamline, which when combined allows us to determine the1671

neutrino energy and flux resulting from the decay pipe. A specific set of detection1672

elements has to be used in order to measure these quantities. An overview is given1673

in table 5.1. The size of these elements depends on the position of the spectrometer.

Detection element Properties Method

Proton profiler Proton spectra Silicon tiles to register position and intensity
Time of flight counters (x2) Timing Registers when particles pass the counter to evaluate speed and momentum
Magnetized tracking chamber Momentum Heavier particles are less bent by the magnetic field (rigidity)
Ring imaging cherenkov detector Particle ID Different particles produce different cherenkov rings in the spectrometer
Muon counter/active calorimeter Energy Charged particles deposit energy in calorimeter, which can be measured

Table 5.1: Necessary components for a high precision spectrometer

1674

1675

As was shown in figure 5.2, the uncertainties on the flux are mainly caused by1676

the hadron production in the target and the focusing effects in the horns. A very1677

natural position for the spectrometer would therefore be at a place in the beamline1678

where most of the focusing has already taken place. This can be achieved in one of1679

two ways:1680

• In-situ; Directly in the actual LBNF beamline between horn B and horn C or1681

between horn C and the decay pipe1682

• Ex-situ; In a replica set-up with the LBNF target and the horns in an external1683

beamline with incoming protons of the same energy as for LBNF1684

The layout along with their benefits and drawback will be discussed below. We can1685

distinguish between a small aperture single-arm and a fixed large aperture detector1686

based on these two locations. We will also motivate why the in-situ option was1687

excluded.1688

5.1.1 In-situ1689

The design proposed for this option is shown in figure 5.4. The main benefit of1690

running an in-situ setup is that it registers the actual LBNF neutrino flux as it would1691

be for DUNE. The systematic uncertainties coming from misalignment of the horns1692
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and the target are also taken into account in this case, which is especially conve-1693

nient when one of the beamline elements is replaced. A new measurement upon1694

replacement, however, is subject to a harsh radioactive background due to running1695

in (anti-)neutrino mode.1696

1697

Moreover, to fit the spectrometer in the LBNF beamline in the case of an in-situ1698

measurement, it would have to be short enough to be placed in any of the mentioned1699

positions. Another option would be to adjust the entire beamline, which means1700

that the horns would have to be moved closer together. This leads to a complicated1701

comparison between the adjusted configuration and the standard one.

Figure 5.4: The single-arm small aperture spectrometer design

1702

The single-arm feature allows for the spectrometer to be moved in the x and y plane1703

and thus gather a large amount of information about the hadron and muon flux,1704

while still being below 4 m in length.1705

5.1.2 Ex-situ1706

In case of the ex-situ option, there is the possibility of having a different design. This1707

is shown in figure 5.5. Contrary to the in-situ configuration, it has a larger aperture1708

implying that it sees more of the flux. It is allowed to be bigger, because it is not1709

limited by the dimensions of the LBNF target hall. This makes the design a lot more1710

expensive, but reduces the operating time significantly.1711

1712

The use of a replica keeps the uncertainties introduced by the focusing and produc-1713

tion elements in place as the systems are not identical. In addition, the implemen-1714

tation of more power supplies and spare parts drives up the cost. So why would1715

the replica be favored? This bring us to the main complication of incorporating the1716

spectrometer into the LBNF beamline; the intensity.1717

1718

At an energy of 120 GeV, LBNF will receive 1.1 ∗ 1021 protons on target every1719
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Figure 5.5: The large aperture spectrometer design in case of ex-situ operation

year. With a cycle time of 1.2 s and a operating efficiency of 57%, this corresponds1720

to 7.5 ∗ 1013 PoT per cycle[44][13].1721

1722

The beam is simply too intense for any high energy physics device to be irradi-1723

ated by, which means that the PoT have to be heavily reduced in order to perform the1724

measurements. In the case of the in-situ option, this requires running in a different1725

setting with modifications to the proton complex to support the low-intensity beam.1726

In a replica setup, the intensity would be low by default. Hence there are no addi-1727

tional changes necessary regarding the beamline itself. In addition, this option and1728

LBNF can be operated simultaneously. Ex-site operation of the spectrometer would1729

not impact the LBNF protons on target, while the in-situ option takes up around 6%1730

of the available running time [45].1731

1732

Another reason to run at a lower intensity is to determine the differential flux1733

coming from the particle position on target. Ideally, there should be one and only one1734

proton interacting with the target per unit time. This would provide the easiest and1735

most accurate data as it is clear to which proton the secondaries belong. In terms1736

of accelerators, the smallest unit of time in which particles arrive at the target is1737

governed by the separation between two consecutive RF buckets.1738

5.1.3 RF buckets1739

In a synchrotron like the Main Injector, charged particles are accelerated in bunches1740

by radio waves generated by rapidly switching positive and negative electric fields.1741

The frequency with which the voltage is reversed, is called the RF or radio-frequency1742

[46]. This is denoted by fRF . The positions where the acceleration takes place1743

are called RF cavities. The particle that arrives at the cavity when the voltage just1744

reached zero will not feel any acceleration. Hence it is moving synchronously with1745

the RF voltage and is therefore called the synchronous particle. For this condition to1746
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be true every turn, an integer amount of RF waves should fit in one orbital period f0.1747

Hence:1748

fRF = h ∗ fo (5.1)

Here h is the harmonic number, which indicates how many points on the accelerator1749

correspond to positions where the synchronous particle could be located[47]. The1750

circumference centered on these points is referred to as a RF bucket. The other1751

particles will either feel accelerating or decelerating effects depending on what phase1752

difference they have w.r.t. the RF wave.1753

1754

Clearly the distance the particles traverse in one revolution is determined by the1755

radius of their orbit around the synchrotron, which varies slightly depending on1756

their energy. As the velocity approaches the speed of light for every particle, the1757

difference in arrival time is governed by the distance. Particles with a higher energy1758

than the synchronous one will have a larger radius and thus a longer orbit. Hence1759

they will arrive later at the same cavity on the following turn, meaning that they will1760

decelerate and lose energy as they are influenced by the negative voltage section of1761

the RF wave. Several turns later, they will have a lower energy than the synchronous1762

particle. This means that in the following cycles, they will arrive early. This time,1763

they see the accelerating section of the RF wave, increasing their energy. In the1764

end, the particles oscillate longitudinally around the synchronous particle and form1765

bunches instead of being distributed equally around the ring.1766

1767

In the case of the Main Injector, the RF frequency is around 53 MHz. This cor-1768

responds to an RF bucket every 20 ns. Not every bucket is occupied by a bunch of1769

protons. Empty buckets are very common and sometimes serve the purpose of abort1770

gap. This is a section in the ring where multiple consecutive buckets are empty to1771

facilitate the kicker. It takes a short, but substantial amount of time to switch on1772

the magnets which divert (kick) the beam to the different experimental halls. Other1773

buckets contain bunches that are occupied by more than a single proton.1774

1775

Although the amount of filled ones is usually a known number, the amount of1776

protons in one bunch is not well defined. This means that if we want to judge1777

the spectrometer’s viability, we need to study the bucket occupancy in order to1778

understand the amount of times they arrive with just one proton. This number or1779

ratio will from now on be called the Duty cycle.1780

5.1.4 Duty cycle1781

In addition to the beam related Duty cycle, there are other constraints that limit1782

the time window in which the spectrometer can take data. These are related to the1783
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accelerator technology. The proton bunches do not arrive at the target continuously,1784

but rather within a small time window every few seconds. With the equipment and1785

beamline currently available at Fermilab, the beam spills containing the protons1786

arrive once every ≈ 56 seconds for a duration of 4.1 seconds[48]. Hence one com-1787

plete Main Injector slow extraction cycle takes around one minute. A spill, therefore,1788

delivers at most 4.1∗53∗106 = 2.17∗108 useful bunches to the beamline every minute.1789

1790

The second limitation comes from the fact that the pions and kaons have to be1791

focused before they can be studied properly. Recall from chapter 2 that the magne-1792

tized horns can only be pulsed six times during one M.I. spill for approximately 501793

microseconds. The period outside of these 300 microseconds does not produce any1794

relevant data.1795

1796

Finally, the abort gap for the Main Injector makes up a seventh of the total turn.1797

Obviously, these buckets can not be used for flux measurements. Hence the total1798

duty cycle goes down even further. We can summarize the complete duty cycle DC1799

in the following way:1800

DCt = DCbeam ∗Npulse ∗
Tpulse
TMI

(5.2)

Where Npulse is the number of pulses, Tpulse is the pulse length and TMI is the slow1801

extraction cycle time. The quantity we are interested in is the DCbeam, which is the1802

amount of buckets that carry one and only one proton as a fraction of the total.1803

DCbeam = NSingle

NT
(5.3)

Here NSingle is the number of single occupied buckets and NT is the total amount of1804

arriving buckets[48].1805

Poisson distributed1806

In the absolute best case scenario the duty cycle can be evaluated with Poisson1807

statistics. The occupancy of bucket A should not affect the occupancy in bucket1808

B. In addition, it is required that the beam is delivered perfectly smoothly with no1809

variation in intensity within a single spill, i.e. no preference for one bucket over1810

another. If these conditions are met, it boils down to the average number of protons1811

λ in one bunch as by eqn 5.4:1812

P (k = Number of protons in RF bucket) = e−λλ
k

k! (5.4)

For one and only one proton, k is obviously equal to 1. In the case where λ = 1, the1813

probability to find a single occupied bucket is simply 1
e = 0.37. Unfortunately, it has1814
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been shown in previous studies that the intensity during the spill is not smooth. One1815

proposed reason behind this phenomenon is the existence of "super-buckets". These1816

are RF buckets that carry a significantly larger amount of protons than regular ones.1817

Although these buckets have been studied and described for other experiments at1818

Fermilab like SeaQuest, they are intensity and beamline dependent. Hence they1819

have to be studied for every single beamline separately. Their existence indicates1820

that the Poisson distribution is the upper limit to the possible duty cycle[49].1821

1822

The experiment will thus give a hint of how much lower the beam duty cycle is and will1823

tell us more about the the existence of the speculated super-buckets.1824
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1826

To make a quantitative statement about the occupancy of the bunches, the protons1827

have to be counted within the time frame of one RF bucket. This counting can1828

be done by studying the scintillation effects induced by these protons in a certain1829

medium. With the help of PMTs this light is converted to terms of charge. The1830

same could be achieved by using a cherenkov detector. It is true that they have the1831

added benefit of recording the direction of the incoming particles, but the use of1832

multiple layers of scintillators will be sufficient to exclude particles coming from the1833

atmosphere. In addition, the crystals and PMTs were readily available and we have1834

to be as cost efficient as possible. Hence the decision was made on a scintillation1835

set-up.1836

1837

More protons passing through the material will generate a larger amount of charge.1838

After this relationship is established and with the appropriate timing resolution,1839

the separation can be made between an occupancy of zero, one or more protons1840

per bunch. The setup to conduct this measurement is described below along with1841

the necessary calibrations. First, the location within the accelerator complex and1842

the beamline will be described. Afterwards we dive deeper into the experimental1843

method and data processing.1844

6.1 The Experimental Setup1845

The Fermilab accelerator complex is home to a wide variety of different beamlines,1846

which serve different goals depending on the energy range the connected experi-1847

ments want to observe. We already discussed the NuMI beamline as a benchmark1848

for LBNF, which receives protons from the Main Injector and delivers them to NOνA,1849

MINOS and MINERνA. There is a beamline that uses protons directly from the1850

booster as well. This one is used for MicroBooNE. Furthermore, there are fixed1851

target halls that utilize the Main Injector for smaller experiments. One of these halls1852

is the Fermilab Test Beam Facility or FTBF. An overview is given in figure 6.1.1853
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Figure 6.1: Overview of experimental halls M-test and M-center[50]

Within this facility, there are two locations where the beam could arrive; M-Test1854

and M-Center. To determine the duty cycle of the eventual spectrometer, protons of1855

the same 120 GeV energy as in the DUNE experiment are desired. As both of these1856

centers are capable of receiving beams of that energy, the decision was a matter1857

of availability. In the end, the experiment was installed on the M-Test beamline at1858

location MT6-1-B indicated by the red circles in figure 6.1 and 6.2. The red arrow1859

shows the beam’s direction.1860

Figure 6.2: Overview of experimental halls M-test and M-center[51]

The first object the incoming beam meets, is a plastic scintillator with a cross sec-1861

tional area of 2 by 2 cm2. It is ≈ 10 mm thick and viewed independently by a set1862
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of two photomultiplier tubes indicated by V1 and V2 in figure 6.3. The plastic is1863

covered in black tape to prevent contamination by external light.

Figure 6.3: The four PMTs connected to the scintillator plates

1864

1865

After passing through the first plate, the particles pass through a piece of G101866

absorber material with a thickness of 5 mm. This is a type of fiberglass laminate,1867

which provides structural support [52]. In addition it absorbs some of the soft delta1868

rays created upstream of our setup. These are very fast electrons produced when1869

high energetic particles knock them off their orbit around atoms. They are especially1870

hazardous as they have the capability of ionizing more material on their path. On1871

the downside, the extra material does give rise to more hadronic interactions be-1872

tween the incoming protons and the G10 nucleons, which can in turn disturb the1873

scintillation measurement.

Figure 6.4: A sketch of the detection structure (3 scintillators with four pmts and G10
absorber)
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1874

The plastic scintillators connected to PMTs CDF005 and CDF006 are 12.7 mm1875

thick and covered in the same tape. By using multiple layers of scintillators, the1876

direction of the incoming particles is automatically constrained. One can exclude1877

the data that corresponds to hits on only one of the counters, which could be the1878

result of cosmic or atmospheric particles arriving from above.1879

6.1.1 DAQ software and hardware1880

In order for the signals from the PMTs to be used, they have to be manipulated1881

by electronics. The following modules were used in the context of a NIM crate.1882

Afterwards, the way these are coupled and set will be discussed below the list of1883

equipment.1884

• 2 NIM crates, which power all the modules1885

• 2 Lecroy Linear fan in/fan out module (428F)1886

• Amplifiers: Lecroy Amplifier model 612A (x3 and x10)1887

• Discriminators: Lecroy module 621AL1888

• Level Adapter: 364AL Dual 4-Fold Logic1889

• GATE module1890

• NIM to TTL converter (688 NIM/TTL Converter)1891

• DRS4 evaluation board1892

• NimPlus/Captan DAQ boards1893

• Three scalar counter1894

The final three entries of this list are the machinery that make up the data acquisition.1895

The DRS4 board is located within the beamline as it can be operated remotely. The1896

counters and the NimPlus/Captan DAQ boards are situated in the Alcove Control1897

Room, which is shielded from the beam and can therefore be accessed during the run.1898

1899

As there is more than one DAQ board, the signals from the PMTs have to be dupli-1900

cated. The signals coming from the first two tubes (V1 and V2) were guided to a1901
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Lecroy Linear fan in/fan out module (428F). This device is used to duplicate the1902

input signal up to four times. In this case only three copies are needed, so the last1903

channel has to be terminated by a 50 Ω resistor. One of the module’s outputs was1904

injected into the DRS4 evaluation board directly, while another was led through a1905

series of electronics to construct a trigger signal for this board. The third and final1906

one was guided to the electronic racks in the control room. The signals from the1907

other two PMTs CDF005 and CDF006 were only inserted into the DRS4 board.1908

DRS4 evaluation board1909

This board essentially is a virtual oscilloscope that allows for the data of four different1910

channels to be saved. The board can achieve a digitization frequency of up to 1.51911

GHz. It also has the capability of receiving an external trigger, which can be used1912

to filter out undesired data in an early stage. For instance, one could trigger on1913

a simultaneously observed scintillation signal in V1 and V2. This way the events1914

where a particle produces a signal in only one of the PMTs, e.g. when it traverses1915

the PMT itself instead of the plastic, can be rejected. Finally, it has a USB-port to1916

connect to a computer, which is what enables us to operate it from a distance.1917

1918

Moreover, the board has the possibility of setting a threshold internally on one1919

or more of the incoming signals. This can also be done in coincidence, which one1920

can engineer in such a way that it results in a similar scenario as with the external1921

trigger. The display of the virtual oscilloscope is shown in figure 6.5. The main1922

settings of this board include: the internal triggers, the auto/normal setting and the1923

clock speed.

Figure 6.5: An overview of the DRS4 software
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The files coming from the DRS4 board are of xml format shown in figure 6.6. For1924

every event, there are the same initial lines indicating the start of data acquisition.1925

This is indicated by the number of that event, followed by the date and the time that1926

it was recorded at. The lines below are used to describe the board’s serial number1927

and the trigger cell entry. Both are used in the case that multiple of these DRS41928

DAQs are couples together and are not relevant as we use a single unit. The actual1929

data comes in pairs of time (ns) and voltage (mV). The number of channels per1930

event can range from 1 to 4. The other option is to record the data in binary code.

Figure 6.6: An example file coming from the Nimplus/Captan boards

1931

However the xml files are more convenient for data manipulation as we will see1932

later.1933

6.1.2 Alcove control room1934

The signal arriving at the alcove is duplicated one more time to construct the1935

remaining setups for the data acquisition by the NimPlus/Captan board and the1936

scalar counters.1937

NIMplus/CAPTAN DAQ boards1938

These boards record the ∆T between consecutive trigger signals from the start of1939

the spill at a frequency of 320 MHz or once every 3.125 ns. As with the DRS data1940
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acquisition, the NimPlus/Captan has the capability of recording up to four channels1941

simultaneously and can initialize the data acquisition with the use of external signals.1942

1943

As it does not measure the actual voltages across the PMTs, the signal coming1944

from the enclosure is first guided through a set of electronics to build up the triggers,1945

which will be discussed in the method section below. The board is operated via a1946

web interface, which allows the user to choose a number of data points or an amount1947

of time after which it stops recording. A piece of the NimPlus file is shown in figure1948

6.7. Although the data is in terms of a time difference, it can easily be transformed to

Figure 6.7: An example file coming from the DRS4 evaluation board

1949

a list with the time of arrival by having a specific starting point. It can be interluded1950

by a start of spill or a start of turn marker coming from the accelerator. By using this1951

turn-by-turn signal, we can establish an offset between this signal and the arrival of1952

the first V1&V2 trigger. This allows us to transform the ∆T to the desired list with1953

time of arrival.1954

Scalar counters1955

The third and final form of data acquisition for the duty cycle experiment included1956

three scalar counters. These straightforwardly count the amount of input they1957

receive. If there is a coincidence between V1 and V2 and the threshold was exceeded1958

five times, the display will read five. Compared to the other two DAQ board, this1959
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one is of the greatest simplicity. As can be understood from the previous discussion,1960

the experiment relies completely on the triggers. In the method all of them will be1961

discussed in great detail.1962

6.2 Method1963

The method is discussed most properly by looking at the three devices separately. As1964

they use comparable trigger signals, let us first describe how these are produced by1965

using the PMT readout. The general consensus is that the difference in PMT signal1966

between a single proton and two or more protons in a certain time interval has to1967

be established. Once we are able to distinguish between these occupancies, we can1968

start counting the events and make an estimate of the duty cycle.1969

1970

A couple of requirements or conditions have to be met regarding the setup in1971

order to make this distinction:1972

1. Calibrating the PMTs to have comparable gain1973

2. Establish coincidence between the PMTs and set the discriminator threshold1974

3. Resolve the RF bucket time distribution of the incoming particles1975

6.2.1 PMT calibration1976

Prior to installment of the DRS4 evaluation board, the scintillation setup was tested1977

with a Strontium-90 source and an oscilloscope. The PMTs were powered by a high1978

voltage Berkeley cow, which sets the gain in increments of 1000, 100, 10, 1 for1979

all PMTs at once. By using plugs one can reduce the voltage going to one of the1980

channels in steps of 20 V. Initially, all of them received 1500 V.1981

1982

The radioactive isotope decays into Ytrium-90 through beta decay[53] and is often1983

called a beta ray gun as it allows decay products to leave solely through a very small1984

hole in the lead structure. By pointing this gun at the plastic scintillator, we observed1985

a characteristic beta ray spectrum on both channels of the oscilloscope coming from1986

the PMTs. We do not see a similar signal in the second layer of PMTs due to the1987

intensity of the source. Most particles are stopped before they reach the second1988

plane. The energy is simply too low for the particles to be a minimum ionizing1989

particle or MIP across the 10 mm thick detection element.1990

1991

To avoid this problem, the PMTs were also calibrated using atmospheric muons1992
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or residual muons from behind the beam dump. As these particles make it through1993

a large amount of material either through the atmosphere or through the beam1994

protection to the detector, they must not be losing a lot of energy. Hence they1995

are said to be minimum ionizing particles. The mean rate of energy that charged1996

particles lose upon traversing some kind of medium is defined by the Bethe-Bloch1997

relationship. The general shape of the curve is identical for singly charged particles1998

as can be seen in figure 6.8. The dips are at different momenta as their rest masses1999

are not the same. The minimum of this curve indicates the minimum ionizing mean2000

energy loss rate[54] in a variety of materials. These processes are of stochastic

Figure 6.8: Mean energy loss rate as described by the Bethe-Bloch relationship. Each line
indicates a different element. At lower energies than shown in the figure,
nuclear effects start to take over. At higher energies, radiative behavior starts to
become apparent

2001

nature, because the collisions are a series of independent events. This implies that2002

the mean energy loss per unit thickness is not very useful in describing the behavior2003

of a single particle in the scintillator. Upon traversing the material, the charged2004

particles will ionize their surroundings. This causes large fluctuations in energy loss,2005

especially when the particle’s range exceeds the thickness of the absorber. These2006

fluctuations were first described by Landau.2007

2008

Since the single-collision spectrum is so highly skewed, indicating that it has a2009

large tail to either side of the mean, the probability distribution function describ-2010
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ing the energy loss or "straggling" is also highly skewed. This PDF is called the2011

Landau distribution[55]. This essentially is a asymmetric distribution with a large2012

tail extending to the right. The tail incorporates the instances where the individ-2013

ual particle deposits a relatively larger amount of energy due to instigating a cascade.2014

2015

This distribution is displayed in figure 6.9 by the green fit in order to visualize2016

the shape. By having particles with energies around the minimum ionizing section2017

of figure 6.8, we can also calibrate the final two PMTs.

Figure 6.9: Preliminary results of the generated charge in PMT V2. One can clearly see
the peak around 5 pC indicating the instances where one proton crosses the
scintillator per unit time. The long tail extending to the right is what is referred
to as the Landau tail, caused by the stochastic nature of the ionization process.

2018

2019

The beam dump is indicated by Storage Room and Work Room 4 at the far right side2020

of the blue shaded area in figure 6.2. At the maximum beam intensity allowed, a few2021

muons per spill over an area of a few cm2 are detected to set the appropriate PMT2022

gain. The counters labeled “ CDF005 ” and “ CDF006 ” were tested and calibrated2023

solely by atmospheric muons prior to the incorporation of the two PMTs into our2024

experiment. As a final test, the relative gain was verified within the beamline during2025

the data taking stage of the experiment.2026

2027

By studying the response from both V1 and V2 on the virtual oscilloscope, the2028

gain discrepancy can be determined. As an example, the peak voltages on the PMTs2029

are compared in figure 6.10 for the data set taken on April 5th and April 6th. In2030
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(a) Photomultiplier tube V1 (b) Photomultiplier tube V2

Figure 6.10: Example figure for the peak voltages on PMTs V1 and V2.

between these two days, the shift in the peak value represents the improvement2031

in gain by increasing the voltage across V2. In the left figure, we see that V1 has2032

remained unchanged. In the right one, we see that the peak voltage has shifted from2033

25 mV to 40 mV.2034

2035

In the end, the voltages across the PMTs were set as displayed in table 2.1. These2036

provided the most similar peak voltages for the PMTs on the front and on the back2037

part separately. Now that we know how and to what level the PMTs are calibrated,2038

let us focus on the settings and electronics used to generate the data.

# Photomultiplier tube Voltage

Front PMT V1 1510 V
Front PMT V2 1670 V
Back CDF005 1870 V
Back CDF006 1750 V

Table 6.1: Voltages across the PMTs

2039

6.2.2 Electronics2040

The goal of the electronics is to initialize the data acquisition by means of a trigger.2041

This trigger is introduced to prevent the data files from reaching massive sizes and2042

more importantly to reduce the background noise. This allows for quicker results2043

when manipulating the data. There are four main sources of noise.2044

• Signals that arrive outside of the spill and are thus not related to the beam2045

• Signals that traverse one of the PMTs directly instead of hitting the scintillator2046
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• Atmospheric/Cosmic particles2047

• PMT noise2048

Luckily, the first three can be eliminated by requiring coincidence between mul-2049

tiple PMTs and using timing equipment to distinguish between on and off spill2050

measurements. The last one can be heavily suppressed by guiding the PMT signal2051

through a discriminator (Lecroy module 621AL). One can set a voltage threshold2052

that has to be exceeded in order for the signal to be allowed through. With a2053

tunable screw, this threshold can be adjusted from -25 mV to -2 V. This means2054

that by using the discriminator, it will be impossible to measure signals below2055

25 mV. Moreover, the width of the outgoing NIM pulse can also be chosen. By2056

making it wider, the coincidence between the signals will become more common2057

as the pulses have a bigger time window to overlap in. The width was set to be 10 ns.2058

2059

The coincidence is produced by a Lecroy coincidence module (364AL Dual 4-Fold2060

Logic) for up to four channels. The external trigger of the DRS4 evaluation board2061

and the NimPlus/Captan boards only accept TTL signals up to 5V. Hence the NIM2062

output of the coincidence module has to be converted to a TTL signal. This is done2063

with a NIM to TTL converter (688 NIM/TTL Converter).2064

2065

The last step is to tune the discriminator to be able to distinguish between the2066

deposited charge of one and multiple protons. The DRS4 board allows us to study2067

the charge generated in the PMTs. However, as the output file contains bins of volts2068

and seconds only, they will have to be converted first.2069

2070

This is done using the "Calib1" program in the LBNF spectrometer repository. It works2071

as follows: The mean baseline is calculated by summing up all the gain increments2072

recorded by the DRS4 board as can be seen in the second column of Fig 6.6, e.g.2073

−2.1+−2.3+ .... This value is then divided by the total amount of entries. The mean2074

is then subtracted from the separate entries and multiplied by the time difference2075

between two consecutive steps. The time integrated charge is then calculated by2076

dividing this value by the resistance on the channel (50 Ω). Through accumulating2077

these charges we obtain the total time integrated charge for every pulse.2078

2079

Now that we can make sense of the generated data, we have to figure out how2080

much charge a single proton deposits on average as measured by every PMT sep-2081

arately. If we return to figure 6.9, we can see a very clear peak around 5 pC. This2082

resembles the instances in which there is a single proton transferring its energy to2083

the scintillation material. We can also see a tail extending on the right as expected2084

from a Landau related process. This information has to be translated to terms of2085

volts, so it can be used in the discriminator. If we then go back to figure 5.102086
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the counts related to the peak voltage are shown. After careful analysis of data2087

similar to that shown in this figure, the threshold for at least two protons per RF2088

bucket can be found and will be mentioned for every setup in the paragraph below.2089

These values are not equivalent for the enclosure (containing the DRS4 board) and2090

the alcove control room (containing the NimPlus/Captan and scalar counters) as2091

some of equipment needs higher voltage inputs than the PMTs originally provide.2092

Amplification is necessary for the cases in which the signal does not exceed 25 mV,2093

which is the smallest allowed voltage by the discriminator.2094

2095

By doing a scan through the different discriminator thresholds, the ideal one can2096

be determined. This is done by generating 10000 counts on the DRS4 evaluation2097

board at a single voltage and slowly increasing this value with every file. At a high2098

enough level only multiple protons in an RF-bucket will exceed the threshold and2099

the one particle peak should completely disappear. Once this level is known, we can2100

combine it with a Landau fit, to make the distinction between 1 or more particles2101

per RF-bucket. The multiple particle peaks are expected to lie around the integer2102

multiples of the single particle peak. However to ensure that we do not place the2103

threshold on top of the peak, a scan is done with the scalar counters. If the intensity2104

is constant along the distinct thresholds, it is said to be stable. If the two particle2105

peak exists, the counts will exceed the counts expected by the tail of the Landau2106

distribution.2107

2108

The next step is to utilize this threshold to count the amount of times a RF-bucket is2109

singly occupied.2110

6.2.3 Trigger signals and data acquisition2111

As stated before, there are three sub experiments running at the same time. The2112

first includes the DRS4 evaluation board, which is capable of measuring charge. We2113

simply require the discriminator to suppress the noise coming from the PMTs. The2114

level is set at 30 mV and the board is triggered by the use of a coincidence between2115

PMT V1, PMT V2 and PMT CDF005. This way we ensure detection of protons2116

in the front and back row simultaneously and exclude particles coming from the2117

atmosphere. By looking at charge versus count figures similar to the one discussed2118

before, we hope to observe a peak around the two particle point in multiple PMTs2119

simultaneously. The ratio between this and the total amount of counts will result in2120

a probability to observe more than one proton per RF bucket.2121

2122

In the alcove, the signals coming from V1 and V2 were first amplified by a fac-2123

tor of 10 (Lecroy Amplifier model 612A) and then guided through a fan in/fan out2124

as in the previous case. Keep in mind that CDF005 and CDF006 are not connected2125
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to the control room. Afterwards they were discriminated by the same module as2126

before (Lecroy module 621AL). As the amplification is much larger in the alcove, the2127

discriminator thresholds are set to be 100 mV and 450 mV for both V1 and V2. The2128

first is indicated by "low", while the latter is referred to as a "high" level. The low2129

level triggers on one MIP with 99% efficiency. The high level corresponds to 2 MIPs.2130

As these are both lower bounds, any signal higher than the mentioned voltages will2131

automatically start the recording process as well.2132

2133

The idea for the scalar counters is to count the amount of times these levels are2134

exceeded. If the lower one is exceeded, it means that 1 or more particles have2135

passed through the scintillator. Conversely, if the high threshold registers a signal,2136

the scintillator must have been crossed by 2 or more MIPs. The amount of times2137

it passes the first test and fails the second, serves as an indication of the amount2138

of singly occupied RF-buckets. Hence the counter is connected to a coincidence2139

between V1&V2 at 100 mV and 450 mV thresholds. In addition, there is the coinci-2140

dence between V1&V2 at the lower threshold combined with the exclusion of the2141

coincidence between V1&V2 at the higher threshold. This way only the cases in2142

between the two thresholds will be recorded, which corresponds to one and only2143

one protons. By studying the slope of the high and low counts at different beam2144

intensities, we can make a statement about the dependence of larger occupancies on2145

the intensity.2146

2147

The final data acquisition is done with the NimPlus and Captan boards. The use of2148

these boards is necessary as the timing resolution on the DRS4 board is insufficient.2149

It has a certain dead time after performing a measurement, which means two con-2150

secutive triggers might be interpreted as one and the same. Although this dead time2151

is not advertised in the DRS4 manual, we found a maximum data acquisition rate2152

of 350 Hz even when the scalar counters indicated much higher rates. We believe2153

the dead time of the order of milliseconds, which leads to improper determination2154

of the occupancy of a RF-bucket. The NimPlus board does not have this feature2155

and with a sample frequency of 320 MHz, it is essentially capable of recording2156

every single pulse. As this board only measures the timing difference between two2157

consecutive triggers, a 2-bit system is all that is needed. As we are measuring timing2158

differences instead of the absolute time of arrival, there has to be a clear start of the2159

measurement cycle. With the use of a gate module, the start and end of a spill can2160

be interluded. This information is transferred from the main control room to our2161

setup and eliminates any off spill data.2162

2163

The future LBNF spectrometer will have a DAQ system operating at a given fre-2164

quency. The inverse of this arbitrary frequency gives us a time window, during which2165

one can compute the observed probability to get one and one only trigger. By having2166
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the complete set of arrival times, we can therefore make an estimate of the amount2167

of triggers during one RF-bucket and therefore determine the effective duty cycle.2168

6.2.4 Shifts2169

The environmental conditions have to be similar during every shift. As multiple2170

experiments are running in the same beamline at different times, the beam profile2171

might deviate from day to day. In order to minimize these effects, a beam survey2172

is done prior to the data acquisition. Beam is requested at a certain intensity and2173

energy. For this experiment the energy always is 120 GeV. After we receive one2174

beam spill, we can use Fermilab’s Accerlerator Network (ACNET) to determine the2175

beam’s position with the segmented wire ionization chambers[56]. These are similar2176

to proportional wire chambers, but operated at a much lower voltage so as to not2177

disturb the data samples. The wires are spaced 2 mm apart and contain x-measuring2178

and y-measuring plane. The number of electrons registered in one of these chambers2179

is proportional to the amount of minimum ionizing particles going through it, which2180

allows for the construction of the beam profile[57]. On the user’s end, it consists of2181

an interface displaying the x and y axes and the beam profile along these axes. By2182

scanning all the possible positions, the highest intensity is determined. This is done2183

for the horizontal and vertical plane separately.2184

2185

Complementary to the counts on our scalar counters, the Test Beam Facility has2186

multiple counters at its disposal at different positions in the beamline. MT6SC1 is a2187

4x4 cm2 counter, which is four times larger than the one in our setup. By making it2188

smaller, triggering on particle spray produced by hadronic interactions upstream of2189

our setup can be reduced. As a consequence, the observed counts are lower than2190

on MT6SC1. However having a smaller surface means that it is more sensitive to2191

changes in the beam focusing. Hence the effort to find the position with the highest2192

intensity.2193

2194

Once the ideal position is found, one data set is taken to be compared to the2195

data of previous sessions. For the DRS4 board, this means acquiring 10000 trigger2196

counts at a certain discriminator threshold level, while simultaneously recording the2197

counts on the scalar modules and MT6SC1. The purpose is to monitor the difference2198

in beam profile and intensity from day to day. After a couple of spills, the beam2199

remains considerably stable throughout periods of one hour. This is more than2200

enough time to characterize the structure of the spill.2201

2202

After these preliminary checks are completed, the actual data can be acquired.2203

This is done in sessions of 10000 acquisitions on the DRS4 evaluation board, while2204

varying the beam intensity with every session. The intensity can range from 1042205
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to 1.5 ∗ 106 counts on MT6SC1. As the counts are lower with lower intensities, it2206

will take a larger amount of time to generate these 10000 triggers. Larger trigger2207

numbers will also have a negative effect on the size of the data files, making the2208

analysis more inconvenient. While the DRS4 records the data automatically, the2209

old-fashioned scalar counters have to be physically monitored. For every arriving2210

spill the three numbers have to be written down.2211

2212

Lastly the arrival time intervals will be measured for every received trigger during the2213

same period as the DRS4 board. The main difference between the two acquisitions2214

is that the DRS4 is not limited by a gate module. Hence any triggers outside of the2215

spill window will also be measured. These have to be filtered out at a later stage2216

during the data processing. The results concerning these three different methods of2217

data acquisition are presented in the next chapter.2218
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72219 LBNF Spectrometer: Results2220

In this section, the results of the experiment on the duty cycle of the LBNF spectrom-2221

eter will be presented. Based on these results, an estimation of the effective duty2222

factor will be determined. As the experiment was made up out of three smaller ones,2223

the results will be discussed in order of significance to this duty factor. These sub2224

experiments serve different purposes as indicated by the list below.2225

1. Scalar Counter Setup in the alcove: Trigger counting2226

2. DRS4 board in the beam enclosure: Charge deposition ( & timing)2227

3. NimPlus/Captan boards in the alcove: Time of arrival2228

7.0.1 Scalar Counters Results2229

The scalar counters are used in a very straightforward way. Hence the data acquisi-2230

tion and manipulation is simple and easy to understand. The recorded triggers are:2231

V1Low&V2Low and V1High&V2High. The low threshold is stable around 100 mV,2232

while the high threshold has been subject to calibration as we will see in figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Scalar counter results for the counts on V1&V2 versus the counts on MT6SC1.
The green line indicates a linear fit through these data points. On the right y-
axis, the ratio between V1&V2 at a high threshold and V1&V2 at a low threshold
has been plotted [48]. The left and right plot are based on data generated at
low and high intensities, respectively
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2233

The left plot in this figure shows the counts on both channels for a beam inten-2234

sity of the order of 104 counts on MT6SC1 per spill, while the right plot shows2235

the counts at an intensity of around 1.5 ∗ 106 counts per spill as indicated on the2236

x-axis. On the left y-axis, the amount of V1Low&V2Low triggers is shown and the2237

ratio between these counts and the MT6SC1 counts has been plotted as well. What2238

immediately strikes the eye is that this ratio is 20% higher in the case of the low2239

intensity beam. This implies that during the run with the low intensity beam, a2240

larger part of the beam triggered the data acquisition software than in the case of2241

the high intensity beam.2242

2243

Finally on the right y-axis, the ratio between the counts on the high and low2244

discriminator levels is presented. If we study these values at both intensities, we see2245

a factor of 5.5 between the two with the high intensity run producing the higher2246

ratio. This implies that in the low intensity beam a larger part of the total counts2247

consists of instances in which only the low threshold is exceeded.2248

2249

As expected, the increase in voltage on the high level leads to a decrease in counts2250

on that channel. On the low intensity plot, the discriminator value went up from2251

400 mV to 500 mV and the "high" counts went down by half. It can also be seen that2252

the high/low ratio is reasonably stable over a few spills (marked by the purple, red2253

and burgundy dots). The amount of high triggers seem to be strongly dependent on2254

the beam intensity. However as we will see in the next section, this does not have to2255

be the case.2256

7.0.2 DRS4 Results2257

The previous chapter already covered the acquisitions of the potential and timing2258

data samples for a single PMT. If the same signal is measured along all four channels2259

within a small time window, the traces look like the ones in figure 7.2. The 0.7 GHz2260

digitization frequency is reflected in the bin width of about a nanosecond (1.43 ns to2261

be precise), which is perfect for the PMT signals that are usually a few nanoseconds2262

long.2263

2264

Clearly, there are timing differences across the four peaks, which are larger when2265

comparing the two distinct types of tubes V* and CDF*. The signals on CDF0052266

and CDF006 arrive almost simultaneously and so do the signals on V1 and V2.2267

Moreover, there is a bump at around 180 ns that returns in every trace. In addition2268

the signal in V1 shows some sort of oscillatory behavior around the 140-160 ns mark.2269

2270
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Figure 7.2: Typical traces coming from the DRS4 evaluation board, taken at a low beam
intensity of 1 ∗ 104 counts on MT6SC1. The colors indicate the different photo-
multiplier tubes[48].

Figure 7.3: Histograms of the integrated charge of traces recorded by the DRS4 module at
low intensity. Also shown (green line) are Landau fits, close to the peak of the
distribution.
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After subtracting a small baseline from the individual traces of a few mV as can be2271

determined from figure 7.2, the total charge can be calculated by the numerical2272

integration described in the method chapter, section 6.1.1. on the DRS4 evaluation2273

board. The results of this integration and the Landau fits (in green) are shown in2274

figure 7.3.2275

2276

The charge distributions of CDF005 and CDF006 are more narrowly peaked than2277

their V1 and V2 counterparts, indicating that they have a better energy resolution.2278

They can make better distinctions based on charge. Simply put, this is caused by2279

the CDF counters being a newer generation and of higher quality. Initially all four2280

counters were of the V type, but the second row of PMTs was hardly able to register2281

any particles at all. Hence once the experiment was proven to work, they were2282

replaced to reach higher statistical results.2283

2284

By studying these spectra, the most probable value for a 1 MIP (minimum ion-2285

izing particle) can be determined. For V1, this corresponds to around 7 pC. For V22286

it sits around 4.5 pC and for CDF005 and CDF006, it lies at around 10 pC. We can2287

understand the difference in charge between the V2 and CDF counters by looking at2288

the thickness of the plastic scintillator. For V1, this explanation is not that obvious.

Figure 7.4: Scatter plot for the normalized traces of the CDF005 and CDF006 photomulti-
plier tubes (left). Zoomed-in version of same data set with radial cuts around
the normalized two MIP charge deposition (right). The solid red circle indicates
the 2 MIP signal within a radius of 0.4 MIP. The dashed blue lines respresent
the background noise[48].

2289

As we saw in figure 7.2, there is a very broad second bump that reaches 15 mV. If2290

we go back to the numerical integration in section 6.1.1., we see that all data points2291

within the trace are taken into account when calculating the time integrated charge.2292

As this second bump lasts for almost 40 ns at a reasonable height, it will affect the2293

charge. This is why we see a shift in the peak for V1 w.r.t. V2 and the broad peak. If2294

we exclude this second bump from the data, a similar pattern as V2 can be observed2295
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Table 7.1: Table containing the probabilities at different intensities indicated by the counts
indicated below MT6SC1 for the 2 MIP signal (1st column), the more than 2
MIP signal (3rd column) and the data coming from a low signal on CDF006 and
a high signal on CDF005 combined (2nd column)[48]. The 2 MIP column lists
the probabilities to encounter 2 MIPs in one RF bucket. CDF5 High & CDF5 Low
contains the probability to have a < 1.5 MIPs signal in CDF006 and a ≥ 3 MIPs
in CDF005. The probabilities in the final column represent the instances where
the ≥ 3 MIPs threshold is exceeded in both PMTs simultaneously.

with a peak value around 4.5-5 pC. Now that those values are known, they can be2296

used to normalize the results. Considering figure 7.3, there is no clear evidence of2297

a two or higher MIP signal on any of the four channels, i.e. there is no statistically2298

significant bump at the 2 MIP level.2299

2300

Therefore, the origin of the tails in the charge distribution has to be studied in2301

more detail. In figure 7.4, the normalized traces for the CDF005 and CDF006 PMTs2302

have been plotted. The shown data points are recorded at the same time on the two2303

separate channels. The solid red circle indicates the 2 MIP signal within a radius of2304

0.4 MIP. The dashed blue lines represent the background noise, which is assumed to2305

be flat.2306

2307

Clearly, there is a significant amount of MIPs crossing both PMTs simultaneously.2308

From these data points, an estimate can be made of how often 2 particles in the same2309

RF bucket are encountered. If this estimate is factorized by the total amount of data2310

points, we are left with the probability to encounter two MIPs. This factorization2311

along with the statistical relevance is discussed in the next chapter.2312

The same method can be used to determine the cases where there are more than2313

two MIPs and one and only one MIP. The first corresponds to requiring the signal to2314

be >=3 MIPs on both channels, indicated by CDF005&CDF006 High. This amounts2315

to around 3% of the total events at any intensity. The second value is obtained by2316

making cuts at (< 1.5 MIPs) in CDF006 and a high signal in CDF005 (≥ 3 MIPs),2317

which gives a measured interaction probability of 1.4 ± 0.1%. The results for a2318

variety of intensities are shown in table 7.1.2319
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7.0.3 NimPlus/Captan Results2320

To compensate for the timing resolution on the DRS4 board, the time of arrival of2321

the incoming trigger signals was registered by the NimPlus and Captan board. By2322

studying this data, the time structure of the beam can be established. The ∆T arrival2323

times for the V1&V2 low level (100 mV) trigger signals against the time into the2324

spill have been plotted in figure 7.5 at two different intensities.

Figure 7.5: The time of arrival of V1&V2 low threshold triggers. The plot at the top displays
the TOA for an intensity of 5000counts/spill, while the bottom one shows an
intensity of 1.2 ∗ 106 [48].

2325

As the y-axis indicates the time difference between two consecutive triggers, the2326

following two observations can be made. First of all, there are more data points2327

during the latter part of the spill. This can easily be seen from the increase in density2328

towards the end. The initial second seems to be relatively empty. Secondly, at2329

no point during the spill can the instantaneous intensity be considered constant.2330

This is derived from the inconsistent length of the spikes in the direction of the y-axis.2331

2332

If we want to know more about the timing structure, the data has to be Fourier2333

transformed to the frequency domain. This way, the most recurring frequencies are2334

easily detected. The time bin is set to match the inverse of the Main Injector radio2335

frequency, which means that higher frequencies can not be observed. Plotted in2336

figure 7.6 is the lowest frequency domain of 40 to 100 Hz. Here we see two very2337
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apparent spikes returning for both intensities. One is situated at exactly 60 Hz and2338

the other is located at 73 Hz.2339

Figure 7.6: Fourier transform of the NimPlus traces similar to the ones shown in figure 7.5.
The left plot corresponds to a run at medium intensity ≈ 1 ∗ 105. In the right
plot, the intensity has been turned up to the highest value of 1.2 ∗ 106 [48].

The first can be explained by the most common wall power frequency at the Test2340

Beam Facility and the 60 Hz magnets, which govern the efficiency of the quadruple2341

resonant extraction system. The latter comes from the excitation of the transverse2342

modes used in the slow-extraction of the beam from the Main Injector.

Figure 7.7: Fourier transform of the NimPlus traces at higher frequency domain at an
intensity of 1.2 ∗ 106 [48].

2343
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In figure 7.7, the same has been done in the higher frequency range. We see a peak2344

around 90.4 kHz, which corresponds to one spill cycle at 7 ∗ 84 ∗ 18.8 ns. The spill2345

consists of six batches and one abort gap, which adds up to 7. One batch consists of2346

84 bunches, that last for 18.8 nanoseconds. By using the information of the turn by2347

turn signal of the Main Injector connected to the NimPlus board, the time structure2348

of the beam can be verified. This signal interludes the arrival or start of a new turn.2349

The bucket number within a single turn has been plotted in figure 7.8. As stated2350

before, the abort gap covers a seventh of the total M.I. turn as can be deduced from2351

the figure.

Figure 7.8: Histogram of the time of arrival of the V1&V2 trigger with respect to the M.I.
turn signal, the figure only shows the M.I. turns with a single trigger [48].

Figure 7.9: Histogram of the probability for the amount of triggers per turn. Also plotted
here is the probability according to Poisson statistics by the dots and plus signs
[48].

2352

2353
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If the data is restricted to the cases where there is at least one trigger per M.I.2354

turn, the average number of triggers is four. If the complete data set is studied, the2355

average is closer to one. This means that there are a lot of empty turns. In figure2356

7.9 these fluctuations have been summarized. The amount of triggers per turn is2357

plotted against the probability to observe them. It is then compared to the Poisson2358

distributed data set as would be the case if the spill was completely uniform. We can2359

see that the Poisson distribution declines faster than our data set would imply.2360

How this information is translated to a duty factor and a DAQ rate can be found in2361

the next chapter.2362
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82363 Discussion and Outlook2364

The discussion will contain both an overview of the possible improvements and the2365

development advice on the beamline. Also described here are the changes that were2366

actually implemented in the Engineered Design in the period starting from January2367

2017 and ending in September 2017. In the second part of this chapter, the results2368

from the spectrometer duty cycle effort will be discussed and remarks will be made2369

on the data acquisition procedure. Possible future additions to this experiment are2370

mentioned at the end.2371

2372

Firstly, we will discuss to what extent the beamline data can be relied upon. This will2373

consist of how coherent the results are with the expectations and how representative2374

they are for the future physical beamline. The level of simplification in the simulation2375

as opposed to the real more complex design plays a key role here.2376

2377

Afterwards, the general conclusion is given in the form of the most optimized2378

design based on the generated data. As the project is far from finished, the remain-2379

ing goals for the LBNF optmization cycle will be discussed lastly in the form of an2380

outlook.2381

8.1 Beamline: Possible improvements2382

8.1.1 Algorithm comparison2383

The results in section 4.1 were generated with the NuMI-style target. At this point,2384

the Rutherford target has already been implemented in the design. As this target2385

significantly improved the sensitivity to CP-violation, the results coming from this2386

comparison will not yield a configuration that should be considered. They should,2387

however, give insight in the potential of the SWARM algorithm as an optimization2388

method.2389

2390

The algorithm in its simplest form without any of the accelerations parameters2391

nor an inertia factor (as described in section 3.2.2) was able to produce beamlines2392

with a CP sensitivity of 1.9 at the third iteration. These parameters determine the2393

weight of individual terms of equation 3.1. The SWARM algorithm also produced2394
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a narrower spread data sample than the GOA. This is expected as the particles are2395

always moving towards a point that is dictated by the position of others in the swarm2396

(Personal and Global best).2397

2398

The downside is that it does not increase in fitness after 500 configurations. This2399

is expected to be caused by the fact that every individual stores their personal best2400

indefinitely. What this means, is that a value found in the first or second cycle2401

will still be the best in the 25th. Even though the global best configuration might2402

produce a significant higher CP fitness, the weight attributed to the global best and2403

personal best are equal. Hence it could be the case that an individual’s personal2404

best is sending it to a local maximum rather than a global maximum. This could be2405

solved by limiting the knowledge of past cycles to a certain degree or by tuning the2406

acceleration and inertia parameters.2407

2408

In the future, this algorithm should be tested with the incorporation of the above2409

mentioned parameters and the rejection of particles that move too far away from2410

the herd and still influence the behaviour of the others. One could for instance2411

remove the outliers that show up in figure 4.2 by demanding the individuals to be2412

within a certain range of one another. Keep in mind that the purpose of this test2413

was to establish an understanding of the SWARM algorithm and its potential for our2414

optimization goals.2415

8.1.2 Target Position2416

The consequences of moving the target around are very straightforward. In section2417

4.2, we saw a decrease for lower energy particles (0-3.2 GeV) when moving the2418

target upstream, but an increase for the higher energy particles (>3.2 GeV). Imagine2419

that particles coming from the target are distributed uniformly. Recall that the high2420

energetic particles are emitted under a small angle and the low energetic particles2421

vice versa. By pulling the target out of the horn, the magnetic field coverage for the2422

secondaries in the lower energy range (and thus larger angles) will be smaller for2423

the section that has been moved out of the horn in the upstream direction. At the2424

same time, the horn’s end is now seen by more hadrons in the higher energy range2425

as follows from basic geometry.2426

2427

As the biggest impact on the sensitivity comes from the first and second oscilla-2428

tion maxima, an increase in flux in this region is desirable. This is also the reason2429

that the seemingly big increase (factor of 2) in the region above 3.2 GeV for the2430

design with the target moved upstream by 25 cm does not compensate for the loss2431

in the lower energy region.2432

2433
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We can see that the CP-fitness variations are on the percent level or lower. The2434

most favorable position for the target to be in would be 5 cm upstream of its current2435

position leading to an increase in CP-fitness of ≈ 0.01. This goes to show that the2436

design at hand is already highly optimized with respect to this parameter.2437

8.2 Beamline: Executed adjustments2438

8.2.1 Horn C position2439

The muon neutrino flux differences induced by the relocation of horn C follow a sim-2440

ilar pattern to what we saw for the target. Hence the explanation is very comparable2441

as well as can be concluded from the figures in section 4.3. By moving the horn2442

more upstream, the flux at the lower part of the energy spectrum increases while it2443

decreases at the other end. Using the same argument as before, we understand that2444

higher energy neutrinos come from higher energy secondaries. These are propagat-2445

ing under a small angle relative to the beam’s central axis, meaning that they will2446

pass through the inner bore of horn A and B without seeing a magnetic field. The2447

first focusing effect they encounter is the one introduced by horn C due to its position2448

being so far downstream. Even though the angle is very small, the path over a large2449

z causes the particles to have moved significantly in the radial direction. If we now2450

move this focusing element more upstream, most of the particles that barely touched2451

horn C’s inner conductor will now pass through the inner bore. Simultaneously,2452

the particles that grazed the outer surface of the horn will now go through a larger2453

magnetic volume and thus are focused more than before.2454

2455

By studying the CP sensitivity for the range of δCP , one learns that placing horn C on2456

any of the alternative locations would not lead to a significant loss in the sensitivity.2457

This follows directly from the overlap of the four graphs. The same fact is resembled2458

by the figure in which the fitness is shown for the separate configurations. Because2459

there is a tiny increase in fitness (≈ 0.005) in case of the 30 cm upstream configuration,2460

this alternative was preferred and implemented. Any physics improvements are always2461

favored over everything else. Keep in mind, however, that any of these alterna-2462

tives are possible if they would have been deemed necessary due to engineering2463

constraints.2464

8.2.2 RAL-target2465

Both the short and long target produce a higher neutrino flux than the NuMI-style2466

rectangular target as displayed by the figures in section 4.5. There are several2467
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arguments to support this observation. Firstly, the cross sectional area of the RAL2468

targets is circular with a radius of 8 mm. This leads to a total area in the beam’s2469

direction of 204.2 mm2. For the NuMI style target, this is only 200 mm2. Although2470

this is only an increase of about 2% in area, the combined difference in shape and2471

the resulting better suited cross sectional area could lead to the increase in muon2472

neutrino flux. The area is better suited, because the beam is circularly shaped as2473

well. Hence less flux will be lost on the edges than was the case for the rectangular2474

target. Moreover, the particles now see a similar amount of material in all directions2475

(looking from the beam axis) instead of the discrepancy between height and width2476

of the rectangle. The re-interactions should therefore be spread out more evenly.2477

2478

As the target designs are significantly different from the NuMI version, studying the2479

wrong-sign background channels in the form of νe, νµ and νe could also help explain2480

the produced CP-sensitivity. The lower muon antineutrino flux for the long (RAL)2481

design is caused by the increased length of the target. The higher probability for2482

reinteractions due to the increase in the length of the active material causes a shift2483

to the lower energy regime. However these lower energetic particles are subject to2484

more of the magnetic field due to them being emitted under larger angles. Hence2485

they are defocused and lost more easily than in the NuMI case, resulting in an overall2486

lower muon antineutrino flux. Exactly the opposite is true for the short target. This2487

is why we see an increase in this channel.2488

2489

We expect the flux for the electron antineutrino to be lower than the others as2490

it is not a direct result of the decay chain of the focused positively charged pion.2491

Hence the shape and magnitude are understandable.2492

2493

Lastly, the electron neutrino flux shows no difference between the three targets. As2494

these particles come from the decay of the parent muon, which is stopped by the2495

absorber wall between the decay pipe and the earth’s crust, we expect this rate to be2496

lower than the muon neutrino flux. In addition the electron neutrinos interact more2497

often in the crust than the muon neutrinos would.2498

2499

Next to direct consequences of changes to the graphite, there are differences in2500

"dead" material. This refers to all the matter in the target chase that is inactive, i.e.2501

not actively placed there for protons to interact with. The absence of water and2502

its cooling lines diminishes this type of material and therefore suppresses the pion2503

absorption.2504

2505

On the downside however, the difference in containment tubes leads to an in-2506

crease in dead material for the RAL targets. The inner tube, sometimes called the2507

divider tube, is 0.5 mm thick up from 0.4 mm. The outer containment vessel is a2508

completely new component that was not implemented in the NuMI-style. It is 1 mm2509
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thick and it causes a lot of the wrong sign particles (negatively charged secondaries2510

in the case of a muon neutrino beam) to re-interact.2511

"Long" target concept2512

The new target is also 20 cm longer than the old one, which means that more2513

particles will re-interact in the longitudinal direction. Furthermore, this target has2514

not been segmented yet. This means that the particles that escaped through the2515

gaps between segments in the NuMI target now have a harder time doing the same2516

thing. This is why we see a decrease in high energy neutrinos in the range of 4 GeV2517

onwards in case of the long target.2518

2519

The increase in flux for the region between 0 and 4 GeV is the consequence of2520

the re-interaction in the longitudinal direction, as well as the new cross sectional2521

area and shape.2522

"Short" target concept2523

The short target concept is one interaction length shorter than the old one, which2524

means that less particles will re-interact in the longitudinal direction. Although this2525

one is also implemented without the segmentation, we see that it ultimately has a2526

higher yield for neutrinos in the energy range above 5 GeV.2527

2528

The smaller fraction of re-interactions means that the neutrinos in the 0-4 GeV2529

range are less enhanced.2530

2531

We expect that the CP sensitivity reflects the flux increase around the two oscil-2532

lation maxima in the case of the long target concept and indeed we see the largest2533

improvement in CP sensitivity out of all the studies. The fitness increase approxi-2534

mates ≈ 0.05. While the short concept also shows improvement (of ≈ 0.02), it fails2535

in comparison to the longer one.2536

2537

The self-annealing behavior of graphite at higher operating temperatures discussed2538

before, the dispensable water lines and effects on the physics goals provided enough2539

evidence for the implementation of a new target. In the end, the cylindrical 2.2 m2540

long target with the actively helium cooled downstream support was accepted as the2541

most promising design and implemented into the default simulation framework.2542
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8.2.3 Staging configurations2543

As shown in section 4.6, the three two-horn designs including the CDR reference and2544

the two staging options produce comparable flux spectra in terms of peak values.2545

The energies belonging to the peaks are slightly shifted for the different options.2546

We can make sense of this by looking at the role that the horns play in the three2547

horn design. As we mentioned previously, horn C will focus most of the high energy2548

secondaries due to its position. Then by removing horn C, we see a dip in the falling2549

edge of the spectrum.2550

2551

As horn B is much closer to the target, it should be focusing most of the low2552

and medium energy particles by the same philosophy that we used before. Indeed, if2553

we study the graph belonging to removing horn B, we see a characteristic dip in this2554

region.2555

2556

As the CDR and the Horn A&B staging design are comparable in terms of horn2557

amount and spacing, one might expect two spectra that look alike. If we study the2558

black curve in figure 4.14, however, we observe a remarkable discrepancy at the2559

higher energy tail of the distribution compared to the staging and total optimized2560

configurations. This is caused by the shorter CDR target (951 mm), which allows2561

higher energy pions and kaons to move through the graphite without re-interacting2562

as often as with a 2 m long target. The complementary fall in the start of the2563

spectrum is also visible. Moreover, horn shapes and sizes are not identical either.2564

Hence the difference can be explained.2565

2566

More interesting is the CP sensitivity, where the configuration including Horn A&C2567

and the CDR reference produce almost identical results. The main point here is that2568

the CDR reference design is not easily upgraded to incorporate a new horn, while2569

horn A&C obviously is. The beamline has not been altered, Horn B has simply been2570

removed. This means that if ultimately the beamline is to be operated with only two2571

out of the three horns, the best staging configuration would be to start with Horn A&C2572

and implement Horn B at a later stage by losing only ≈ 0.01 in CP fitness. To achieve2573

the same sensitivity with Horn A&C, it would have to run a longer period of time2574

assuming it would not be upgraded. Fortunately, Horn B is also the most expensive2575

to produce as it is the largest and most complex structure in the beamline.2576
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8.3 Simulation developments2577

In figure 8.1 and 8.2, we have plot a comparison of the reference design and the2578

optimized engineered design. The optimized design provides a significant flux2579

increase around the oscillation maxima. In the end, we can conclude that the2580

implemented adjustments to the LBNF beamline were successful in producing a2581

higher sensitivity to charge-parity violation than the previously attainable.

Figure 8.1: The muon neutrino flux ratio for the optimized engineered design as of October
2017 and the reference design described in the CDR

2582

Figure 8.2: The CP sensitivity for the optimized engineered design as of October 2017 and
the reference design described in the CDR
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8.4 LBNF Spectrometer2583

This section will discuss the findings on the LBNF spectrometer duty factor for each2584

individual sub-experiment separately as mentioned by the previous two sections.2585

As the results influence one another, the most conflicting ones will be discussed2586

first and the most influential ones last. To conclude this thesis, there will be an2587

outlook covering possible future additions to this project or questions that were left2588

unanswered by the scope of this experiment.2589

8.4.1 Scalar counters2590

The conclusion that one can draw from the results on the scalar counting experiment2591

in section 7.0.1. is that the high level trigger threshold is exceeded relatively more2592

often during a high intensity (106counts/spill) run than during a low intensity run2593

by a factor of ≈ 5. This can mean one of two things: The increase in counts with2594

intensity could be the result of the speculated super-buckets, which refer to a unusual2595

large number of protons arriving at the detector within the same Main Injector RF2596

bucket. As we saw with the results for the DRS4 board, there is no dependency2597

of this ratio on the beam intensity. Hence these super-buckets do not serve as an2598

appropriate explanation for this factor of ≈ 5. A second explanation could be the2599

change of effective thresholds once the beam intensity is altered or the dependency2600

of the electronics on the counting rate. Due to the larger amount of particles per spill2601

the electronic response might not be able to distinguish between two RF buckets and2602

thus add them up and count them as one particle with a higher energy deposition.2603

8.4.2 DRS4 board2604

As observed in figure 7.2 in section 7.0.2., V1 showed hints of oscillatory behavior.2605

As this only occurs in one of the four channels, it has to be unique to V1. One2606

explanation could be a poor 50 Ω termination in the base or in the linear fan in/fan2607

out, which means signal reflection can occur within the electronic modules. This2608

means that the ratio of the counting rates between V1&V2 high and V1&V2 low will2609

be prone to errors. The DRS4 records the shown graph as a single trace. The low2610

level on the scalar counter might interpret the reflection as another hit. Keep in2611

mind that the signal on the DRS4 board is not amplified, while the signal going to2612

the scalar counters is ten times higher, which means that the peak of the reflection2613

does exceed the discriminator threshold.2614

2615

Figure 7.3 shows that CDF005 and CDF006 perform better in terms of energy2616

resolution. We see that the Landau fits overlap with the charge distribution in2617
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the first peak for every tube. It is behind the first MIP peak that the fits do not2618

describe the measurements to their full extent. The tails could be caused by the2619

finite resolution effect, which describes the inability of the data acquisition system to2620

distinguish between the interactions of the particles in two consecutive RF buckets.2621

However if this was the case, the signals above one MIP should not occur in both2622

PMTs simultaneously, i.e. they should be completely uncorrelated. If we study figure2623

7.4 for low intensity at around 10000 counts on MT6SC1, we can see that this2624

hypothesis is invalid.2625

2626

Firstly, we can observe that the one MIP peaks from figure 7.3 are mostly uncorre-2627

lated when looking at figure 7.4. There is a very large V-shaped pattern emanating2628

from the normalized single particle point. In terms of figure 7.3, this means that one2629

PMT records the charge corresponding to the initial peak of 10 pC and the second2630

PMT observes charge somewhere in the tail. For example, instances where one of2631

the PMTs is subject to the finite resolution effect and the other is not or those cases2632

where the Landau fluctuations in the energy loss are very apparent. In the end, what2633

matters most is the correlation between the energy resolutions in the PMTs. However2634

as these correspond to two different scintillators, a correlation is not expected.2635

2636

However to determine which of these two effects contributes the most, the di-2637

agonal has to be inspected as it tells us if the multiple particle signal is registered by2638

both counters. We see a denser region around the diagonal than elsewhere in the2639

plot. The radial cut around the 2 MIP values visualized by the red circle in figure 7.42640

yields a ≈ 7.1 σ statistical significance. This is calculated based on a flat background2641

under the 2D bump and a resolution value based on the muon calibration. The2642

probability to observe a double MIP is about 0.6 %.2643

2644

The tails at large energy deposition are clearly flatter than one would expect based2645

on one or two MIP signals. On the diagonal in the left plot in figure 7.4, there2646

is a denser region of data points around 10-12 MIPs. As the input signals have2647

a peak voltage that comes close to the maximum allowed voltage on the DRS42648

board of (-)500 mV, the conversion of the analog to digital signal saturates. The2649

magnitude of this effect was expected to be lower as the advertised maximum pulse2650

height was 500 mV, where in fact signals slightly below this threshold also saturated2651

the conversion. Hence this was only discovered at a later stage of the experiment.2652

Moreover, the region where there is 1 MIP in CDF006 and a saturated signal on2653

CDF005 is more dense than the region on the other side of the diagonal. If we go2654

back to figure 6.3, we see that CDF006 and CDF005 are separated by a plate of G102655

with CDF006 placed more upstream. The extra material introduced by this plate and2656

the scintillator connected to CDF006 cause CDF005 to be hit by particles coming2657

from hadronic interactions.2658

2659
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Following table 7.1, the most important conclusion that can be drawn from the2660

table is that the probability to observe more than 1 particle in a RF bucket does not2661

depend on the intensity of the beam. For intensities ranging from 5 ∗ 103 to 1.2 ∗ 1062662

as displayed by the second column (MT6SC1), the probability to observe more than2663

one particle in a RF bucket does not go up with intensity. The intensity is mainly2664

determined by the position of both the collimators and the magnets that actually2665

guide the beam to the focusing system. Hence the result from the scalar counter,2666

that suggested that running at a higher intensity would introduce relatively more2667

high counts, is thrown out by the DRS4 system.2668

2669

We conclude that we have no evidence for such ”super-buckets” at M-Test. The2670

small percentage of events that actually resemble multiple particles in a single RF2671

bucket must be due to hadronic interactions upstream of the PMT setup or in the2672

detector itself. The electromagnetic background coming from the π0 decay also2673

contributes to this result.2674

8.4.3 NimPlus/Captan2675

The results of the DRS4 evaluation board in section 7.0.3. suggest that we are2676

unable to quantify the smoothness of the beam by a simple counting experiment.2677

The high over low probability ratio does not serve as a proper indication of the2678

occupancy either and hence an overview of the time of arrival of each individual2679

trigger was necessary to distinguish between consecutive RF buckets more accurately.2680

2681

One has to keep two things in mind when analyzing the final result.2682

• The beamline in combination with the simplicity of the detector do not allow2683

us to get an average of one V1&V2 trigger per RF bucket2684

• As we saw in the ∆T versus time into spill figure 7.6, the instantaneous2685

intensity fluctuations cover a wide range of frequencies. They extend from a2686

few Hz at the start of the spill to the MHz range towards the end.2687

As is shown below, the results give a range of the expected duty cycle for the LBNF2688

spectrometer. It is impossible to make a full quantitative statement based on these2689

results alone.2690

2691

2692

Using the data taken at high intensity, this effective duty cycle is shown on Figure2693

8.3. On the x-axis, the rate is displayed. This essentially is the inverse of the chosen2694

time window in which one bunch reaches the detector. The bunches are referred to2695
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Figure 8.3: The probability for observing one and one only beam particle per DAQ time
window, or pseudo bunch. The length of this pseudo bunch is described by the
rate on the x-axis. By changing it, we see more or less triggers per time window
and thus the efficiency and occupancy vary. The dashed green line refers to the
probability if the occupancy was Poisson distributed. The mean occupancy as
seen in the NimPlus data is shown in the blue dotted line. [58]

as "pseudo" as their length is arbitrary and not the ones given by the Main Injector2696

specifications. The efficiency and the bunch occupancy can then be determined as2697

follows based on the rate.2698

2699

The mean bunch occupancy (blue dotted line) describes how many protons are2700

found per bunch on average. This number goes down as the window becomes2701

smaller, which is equal to the rate becoming larger. The mean occupancy of 1 lies2702

around a rate of 5 ∗ 105 Hz. The highest efficiency, however, is achieved at a rate of2703

5 ∗ 104 Hz. This efficiency is determined in the same way as discussed for table 7.1.2704

As more or less protons will belong to a single pseudo bucket and the total amount2705

of buckets will vary as well, the efficiency does not show the same linear behaviour2706

as we saw for the occupancy.2707

2708

In conclusion, the effective duty cycle for the LBNF spectrometer DAQ system2709

is expected to be lower than the one dictated solely by the Poisson distribution.2710

However, the intensity fluctuations are seen over frequencies lower than the M.I.2711

radio-frequency (53 MHz). These fluctuation are partially caused by the 60 Hz2712

magnets, which govern the efficiency of the quadruple resonant extraction system.2713

Hence improving the extraction system could and should be considered. Moreover,2714
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recall that the smoothness of the spill over its entire duration is not a necessity. It was2715

to aim at the highest achievable efficiency and to achieve the easiest understandable2716

data set possible. We could, however, consider triggering the horn pulse with the2717

spectrometer at the most opportune time when the extraction rate is stable. This2718

would lead to a decrease in unrelated or unwanted samples and an increase in the2719

spectrometer’s efficiency, while simultaneously lowering the costs. Further studies2720

have to be conducted in order to understand the benefits of those conditions.2721

2722

Instead we could relax the requirement of having one and only one proton per2723

RF bucket and see if the system can be operated with two or even more protons2724

hitting the target simultaneously. This would place further demand on the design2725

of pattern recognition capabilities of the tracking/PID systems of the LBNF spec-2726

trometer. The pattern recognition of these systems is affected by the presence of the2727

electromagnetic background radiation coming from the neutral pions. We simply2728

can not bluntly reject the events that are too messy, as there are hidden correlations2729

between π0 and charged π± production. While we expect only 0.1 π per proton2730

in a 15” squared area, we do have on occasion many e+e− pairs into the tracking2731

system. If the EM background can be tolerated and if the emittance/spot size on2732

target can be controlled well enough, it would be possible to run with more than one2733

proton per bucket. It would allow for a much higher duty factor and thus a shorter2734

operation time. This will taken into consideration during the follow-up experiments2735

on the LBNF spectrometer.2736
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